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Foreword

F

This publication results from an invited conference on Teaching foreign
languages to adults for special purposes convened by CILT at Nutford House,
London, 5.7 July 1974.

Although it has gaintA wide currency in recent years, language teaching
for special purposes is not very satisfactory as a blanket term to cover a variety
of vocational and professional reasons for learning or teaching languages; it
may suggest much similarity of problems or solutions where in fact there is very
little. Its use probably originated from the need to differentiate between
teaching a language as an auxiliary to vocational study and teaching languages
for general educational reasons as in schools where any interpretation of
the pupil's needs is made on his behalf by the education system or by his
teachers. By contrast, adults, whether freeranging individuals or in institutions,
often have their own conscious reasons for undertaking the labour of learning
foreign languages related to their occupational needs. The making and
publishing of courses presupposes identifiable group requirements rather than
widely different individual needs, and it is clear that it is no easy task to identify
collective needs so as to provide tidy blueprints for the construction of courses
guaranteed to produce quick rewards.

It is also easy to confuse the idea of a special language (or segment of a
language) with that of a specialised aim. Clearly the two notions interlock, but
the second certainly seems the easier to define.

There is of course nothing very new almt individuals learning languages
for practical use in their career or occupation. In the past they have often done
so by residence or study abroad or by hiring native informants and tutors at
home as well as by taking established courses which seemed to he relevant.
However, it is now realised that materials for such courses need to be based
on an unprejudiced insight into contemporary language, close observation of
all manner of jobs, and ability to exploit all kinds of didactic media in the
interests of speed and economy. All this calls for coutinuous operational research
into different languages as used in differing situations in different countries.

This may not produce a universal canon of teaching or provide for new
generalisations about languages; it will, however, yield a body of practical
experience which can be drawn on selectively.

G. E. Perrin
thiectm,

C,ntre for Inloirnatio
Language Teachin; and Re.teareb

August 1974
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G E Perren

Introductory: the past five years

Nearly six years ago CHIT convened its first specialist conference, when
an invited group of 50 met to discuss languages for special purposes. A report
was published in April 1969'. It seem3 appropriate to recall the views of the
earlier meeting and to draw attention to some of the work which has been going
on since 1968.

The 1968 conference was exploratory in the sense that it attempted to
clarify problems of organisation and research. No conference ever solves
problems of this kind; at best it can only present them in terms which help us
to see aims more cli any or define tasks more precisely. Papers by J. L. M. Trim
and M. A. K. Halliday particularly drew attention to linguistic problems, that
is those of identifying and defining the language (or portions of the language)
to be taught, rather than the methods by which it should be taught. In 1988 it
was assumed that teaching a language to adults for special purposes often
implied an intensive course. This still applies, esp. daily if intensive covers not
only concentration in time, but concentration on limited aims. The customer
is often in a hurry, has little time 4t his disposal and wishes to acquire particular
skills related to his vocation or profession. He is an active learner rather than
a passive pupil. Although in a sense languages are always learned for special
purposes, %%hen the learner is an adult he is often acutely conscious of what
these are. However, even to adults, languages are frequently taugl confusedly,
for too many potential purposes at once, by teachers using courses ill-adapted
to suit the learner's needs. This problem, of deciding the appropriate content
of a course rather than the techniques of ::'aching it, is linguistic rather than
pedagogical.

There are, of course, considerable theoretical difficulties in attempting
to isolate any 'language of specialisms'. The notion, for example, that a
distinctive 'special' register ( appropriate to a specialist subject) can be identified

' Languages for special purposes. CILT, 1969. (CILT Reports and Papers L)
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by contrast with 'general' register is fraught with contusion. As Hallikiay
pointed out

'... theoretically the distinction between a general register and special
register is without foundation; there is no such thing as a general
register, in fact. But for language teaching purposes, it is useful ... to
recognise a category of "special-purpose" languages, or language
N rieties' 2.

However, recognising a category is one thing but deciding what i' should
include for teaching purposes is another. Tr:ni, after rejecting the usefulness of
the idea of teacning 'restricted languages' in relation to particular social or
occupational roles', went on to suggest that the .lotion of special languages
(related to special purposes) also involved the concept of a 'coma an core' of
general language which must he learned first, after which the special purpose
language (or varieties) could be added. Nor did it seem that the characteristics
of either special languages of of the common core could simply be extracted
from friquency counts of words or structures occurring in a sample of texts,
although this iri:.;ht provide important lexical evidence'. It was also pointed
out that one c.iuld not assume the same special purpose language varieties for
all languages, since different language communities distribute their language
functions in different ways'. (In practical terms, this might mean that special
purpty.e varieties or distinctive registers may be identified in one language, but
may have no counterpart in another, and indeed that different methods for
identifying them need to be used for different languages.)

The 1968 report did not go into socio-linguistic problems in mach depth,
but they were hinted at. Clearly to specify what should be taught, we need not
only the kind of linguistic data discussed above, but also a great deal of
information about the learner. 'Id.'ntifying the learner's needs' is a tricky
business and we must be vare of foisting on him need5 which we think he should
have, but of which he is not conscious. The linguistic inventory of what he
should he taught depends on what he wants to use Ole language for, in which
modes he v. ill use it (reading, speaking, etc.) and at what intellectual or
technical level he will operate. The inerre explicit we make this description of
the learner's mink& inents, the more we must consider his previous general
education, intelligence, application to his studies and above all any previous
kwavlediTe o; the %social subject which he has acquired in his own (or any
other) language. Clearly, when learning 'German for cheinists' a knowledge of
chemistty is an advantage.

To construct a publishable course requires us to make working decisions
about the nature of the language to be taught, the specialist subject and the
learners. Empirically these decisions are often taken in reverse order. There

M. A. K. Halliday, in Language; for pee:al purporer. cit. p. 25
' J. I.. M. Trim, in Lan,luages for special prpotes. op. cit p. 19
' Halliday, op. cit. p. 24

Ibid. pp. 2: -26
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seems to be some danger, however, of making imaginative and semetinses
spurious assumptions about categories of need simply because we have no
adequate dt scrtptions of the use of languages in defined circumstances by
mother-tongue speakers, let alone by second-language users, and certainly
insufficiently reliable information to provide practical inventories or checklists
of items to be taught.

Apart from any `special purpose' for teaching language related to
a defined subject (such as French for engineers or German for chemists), there
may ly! a `special purpose' in another sense, defined in terms of particular skills

or modes of using the language. Here possibly the concepts of 'context' and
`function' used by James and Itouve" may be helpful. Context is used to denote
broadly those areas of knowledge with which the language studied is concerned
(scientific, literary, eta..), while function denotes the practical exercise of
language skills required in particular tasks (translation, reading technical
articles, telephoning, etc.). Both context and function can contribute in a
general way to defining any special purpose of language teaching, although how
fer such notions are capable of sufficient refinement to provide an inventory of
svhat to teach, as distinct from describh.. the general objectives of existing
courses, may need consideration.

A course defined primarily by context is exemplified by that of German
for chemists (see pp. 30-3). In this the learner (second-year chemistry under-
graduate), the range of the specialist subject (chemistry at a level appropriate
to a second-ymr undergraduate) and the language (of a limited range of
Crman texts) are closely -.1efined. Ti,e `functions' are simple : to scan an article
for information and to translate what is found relevant. The special aims of .he
resulting course are defined primarily by its subject or context, chemistry. On
the other hand, when the context is more general, functions may still be clearly
defined and give shape to the course. An example is the Chinese course
described en pp. 62-9 where skill objectives arc laid down in some detail,
although the contexts are very general.

Most language courses which are arguably for special purposes fall
somewhere tv'thin these extremes, but the time required or available to study
them provides another dimension. Among ab mill() courses, German for
chemists assumes only 3o hours (teaching and private study). By comparison,
the Chinese language course, (which is not so much for special as for general
purposes, but which provides an excellent example of intensive techniques and
planning), demands t,000 hours. Language distance and differences in writing
systems may account for very great variations in the time required in any
intensive course, but the relative concentration on defined functions or contexts
is a factor.

The following chapters inchrte not only what has been happening
during the last five years or so in course design and construction, but also show

C. V. James and S Itnnve : Survey of curricula and performance in modern languages,
1971-72. CILT, 1973. pp. 4-5
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in:Teasing concern about specifying aims and objectives more closely. Miss
Sculthorp (chapter 21 surveys earlier work, notes its empirical nature, and points
the need for more effective fieldwork to anticipate future demands. She brings
out the special relationship of intensive to special purpose language teaching.
As she says, 'the adult learner ... is highly conscious of himself and of his pur-
pose'. This point is perhaps taken up by M. Kuhn (chapter 5) when making a
distinction letween stnate.riaux d'apprentissage' and Inathlaux d'enseignement'and in stressing Tautenomie progressivement exigee de l'apprenant'. Mr
Fitzjohn (chapter 3) very clearly puts teaching problems in an administrative
and organisational context, emphasising the shortage of time available for
language learning by most students.

All the examples of actual course development described in chapter 7
have been comparatively recent, and despite their differences in language, in
techniques of teaching and ir. aims, all have been developed and used
institutionally. It is probably true to my that all have been empirical, although
in a sophisticated way, rather than derived from any integrated theory of
language or adult needs. It is for this re:von that Dr Pi lliner's paper is
particularly interesting in providing a discussion of evaluation procedures.

By contrast, the project described by Mr Trim (chapter 4) began by seek-
ing a theoretical base which litter could be validated by experimental work and
development. Because of the size and scope of the project, a general theory was
essential, and because of the rt.ture of the media to he exploited a grander
design was necessary. The problems of identifying learners' needs and of
anticipating them has been tackled by Richterich, that of definin - the content
of a common core and threshold level of language performance as a prerequisite
for the learning of specialised language by Wilkins and van EV.

In chapter 8 Mr James describes the aims and commtnts on the results
of several recent surveys designed to estimate the language needs of adults.
These have concentrated on what are primarily social 1imensions -- the
occupational needs of particular groups, the relative importance to them of
different languages and different modes of using them and some have
assessed in social terms the levels of performance required.

However, such surveys do not directly tackle the linguistic problem of
deciding exactly those items it is appropriate to teach or learn for particular
vocational purposes, which is what the teacher is concerned with. So far this
question has mostly been dealt with pragmatically, and it would be rash to try
to extract pny typology (min the evidence of course construction and its
associated research which is presented here. But it does seem that we may be
moving towards more secure theoretical bases. In 1968 it could be said :

'For language teaching, linguistic studies are often most valuable when
linked to a rather specific requirement. Many tudies are being conducted

I See Systems development in adult longuoge learning: a European unit/credit system
for modern language learning by adults. Council for Cultural Co- operation, Council of
Europe, Strasbourg, 1973

10
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to assist in the planning of a course at a particular institution, sometimes
in response to a particular outside demand. The danger here is of
excessive fragmentation and duplication; this has happened in the past,
and it reinforces the need for disseminating results and co-ordinating
research ...* 8

Whether the dangers of fragmentation remain so acute is debatable, but
certainly the nerd for shared information and co-ordinated research continues.

Confusion has often arisen from the assumption vhat a special purpose
implies a corresponding 'special' and limited language. It may do, but the pur-
pose has to be very closely defined before we can find out for sure. Again, how
much we can generalise about purposes across languages or about languages
across purposes is a complex question. How much does the design and content
of a course in French for engineers tell us about constructing a course
in Russian for engineers? Or how much does a course in Gennan for chemists
tell us about making a course in German for social scientists? The terms we use
require as much precision as the aims we seek. 'How specialised can you make
your purpose?' may, however, be a good question for a language teacher to face
from tune to time. On his reply may deper,d the effectiveness of his teaching.

' Halliday, op. cit . p. 28

10
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2 M A L Sculthorp

Intensive courses: towards a strategy for
teaching

The reorganisation of Europe in the early 1960s, involving as it did the
participation of different language communities on the political and economic
planes, brought with it the realisation that in no country was the ability to use
foreign languages satisfactory for the new purposes. Usually, language teaching
was offered to an intellectual minority, syllabuses were academic, and oral
expression was neglected.

In this country, between 1962 and 1964, the demand for short courses
was high and the expectations of the enquirers equally so, for Britain's first
attempt to enter the European Economic Community caused a panic among
firms and organisations experiencing an absolute need for staffs to use the
language of the European country into which they had ventured where they
had, for example, won a civil engineering contract, set up a board mill, or gone
selling pedigree cattle. In increasing numbers men whose jobs made foreign
language demands on them were naturally turning for help to those who had
been the regular providers of after-school education, the organisers of evening
classes, and education and training officers in industry were referring the
foreign language needs of their firms to local centres of further education, who
were for the most part unprepared for this different type of demand. Resource.
fulness found ad hoc answers, but it was evident that the problem needed to be
researched.

In the normal educational development of a person, foreign language
courses are usually followed over a very considerable stretch of time, probably
many years, with well-spaced periods of learning and consolidation, until, unless
the course is cut short, the gradual build-up of knowledge and skill eventually
includes the totality of features of the language with which the native
speaker is familiar. There is no sense of urgency in this educational process.
There needed to be developed, in contrast to the traditional pattern of learning,
the foreign language course that is applied as first-aid in an emergency, where
the severe constraints imposed by a crisis situation usually mean that in a
minimum period of time a maximum effort has to be exerted and success-

12 11
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fully. We who were then working together at Ealing Technical College were
trying to implement the recommendations of the various governmental and
national committees that had reported on foreign language needs, and, with
the aid of a grant from the Nuffield Foundation, had undmaken the produc-
tion of courses geared to a range of adult learners. To this extent prepared, we
entered a busy period of promotion of intensive language courses for adults with
well-defined needs and we gained valuable experience in those years from
agreeing to put on highly condensed fall-time courses ranging from three weeks'
to three months' duration and evolving course patterns in miniature tl:at were
capable of refinement and expansion as time permitted. Vhen urgency enters
into the situation, then the concept of intensiveness -- the telescoping of the
time-scale of learning, the di: illation of the items to be learned, and the tens-
ing-up of the language effort - is accepted for the benefit it can bring.

Some of the educational factors that had assumed prominence by 1960
promised special as.;istance in the task of teaching languages to adults. The
psychology of learning emphasised the role of motivation, and focused attention
on the learner's wish and ability to teach himself .?? far as possible. The
behaviourist theory was accepted largely because many teachers expect to use
constant training to achieve learning and this was a theory easy to put into
practice with the means already to hand. The supremacy of speech over written
communication in present-day life w:e; a phenomenon that influenced the
general aims of lank. teaching to adults, and a psychologically favoured
vehicle for conveying meaning without the obstructing intermediary of trans-
lation was that of visual representation. It so happened also that educational
technology had developed rapidly, and filmstrip- and tine-projectors, teaching
machines, tape recorders and language laboratories were soon in common use
in the colleges. These itid not only by-passed translation, but were apt for
presenting the fashionable forms of audio-visual and audio-lingual materials and
furthermore could to some extent be used as teaching machines for self-instruc-
firm. New transatlantic linguistic theories were circulating and, although only
half-digested by the untrained at the time, at least they caused teachers and
course writers to look again at the presentation of grammar and at the selection
and sequencing of teaching points in lankuage coiases.

In France, sponsored by UNESCO, the CREDIF researches had
pioneered the study of spoken French and had produced Le Illinois 1m:eo-
n:vital (le et 2e degif's), invaluable freqaency lists, both lexical and
tactical, for the general language. This work was followed by the
primarily front written texts taken from %quint's branches of stieA e, of a general
vocabulary of scientific orientation (VGOS) capable of being introduced by the
teacher in parallel with the general inguage course, as appropriate for learners
with specialised interests. The linguistic analysis of spoken French served as a
basis for the audio-visual course for adults, roia et images de France, designed
to be taught intensive ly over it ten-week period in order to equip an
adult beginner with the ability to live. pursue research or take up a post in a
French-speaking environment. The method, called structuro-global, demanded
at each stage the extrapolation of language and contrasted with the audio-

13
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course-. lacing written in the United States which permitted English

translation to he printed as a support to learners and relied very heavily on
substittitita drills rather than on a free exploitation of language. An analysis
of spoken German, undergaisen by Man J. Pfeffer, was published too late for
the information of teachers undertaking the first wave of Intensive coursa in
German for adults.

This, then, was the background support that was available to language
teachers faced with the particular demands for short c Ames, the means at their
Jisposal for planning and implementing the courses. The technical aids held
out great promise for men to work at their own pace, in their own time, but
(ew courses had been produced in the right form for use with the equipment,
snd fewer still were at the levels required or concerned with the interests of
particular learners. Experimentation was the only answer to filling the lacunae.

(nurse planning starts with objectives. Firms asking for the intensive
courses invariably expressed their needs in very general terms, so that the
course providers themselves had to move to closer specifications. Since the aim
of teaching/learning is to modify behaviour, it is of vital importance to spell
out the behaviour and to match the language to it, concentrating on what is
required of the learner in his present occupation and on the list of additional
tasks that he would he required to perform through the medium of the foreign
language. At the outset we encounter a basic difficulty. How many Nnguists,
researchers or teachers, are familiar with other men's jobs? Yet any attempt
to find and apply a linguistic basis for adults needing a foreign language for
professional purposes must be realistically rooted. The fact-finding itself has
appeal for extravert researchers. The CREDIF workers had employed tape
recorders for recording specimens of oral communication in a variety of general
situations; the Ealing workers used the same techniques in particular situations.
Before they wrote the general adult courses in German and Spanish, they made
four- to five-week visits to Germany and Spain following a well-prepared plan
for collff:ting samples of recorded speech in selected environments. Language
fieldwork became it regular feature of the preparation of courses : specimen
lessons in a vocational school in Switzerland and samples of shop-floor instruc-
tion in the factory had to be collected for engineering students learning German
in order to take up a four-year apprenticeship in Switzerland; the range of
problems encountered at airports needed to he fed into courses for passenger-
handling staff in a range of European languages, including Portuguese and
Greek; the way in which the processes are talked about in a tobacco factory in
England had to be investigated in order to teach English to be used on the job
to the company's European managers.

This spadework has several useful effects : the course writers and the
teachers have the evidence they need, there is a resultant soundness of
language register and lexical content in the course, and the learner sees and
appreciates the relevance to himself of what he is mastering. This is not to say
that autl.Artic tape recordings can necessarily be used in their raw state. Course
writers and teachers are aware that the foreign learner must have a far greater

14 13
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range of passive comprehension than of active participation, and the weighting
of the student's activities must reflect this. Comprehension must proceed from
a form of language simplified by the native speaker out of consideration for
the foreign listener to the form of language used among native speakers that the
listener is likely to hear in his own circumstances. His own utterances are going
to he limited but must always be appropriate, economy and flexibility being the
criteria for the language items taught for active use.

The adult learner on an intensive language course is highly conscious of
himself and of his purpose. The teacher's role is to enable him to learn
effectively in order to achieve his purpose. The teaching programme is thus
learneroriented. and one must use economically what the adult learner brings
to the task. His level of general intelligence and aptitude for languages must
affect his achievement, but his degree of motivation, his application, and his
flexibility in the face of learning methods will be even more important in the
short course. He may or may not bring with him experience of learning a
foreign language; the important thing is that because there is an element
of urgency in intensive courses, and because we simply do not yet know com-
pletely how new language learning takes place in very mature learners, one
must take the learners into one's confidence, explaining the nature of the course
and its conduct, drawing attention to the considerable differences between the
written and spoken forms of language and the reason for the teaching methods
adopted and the learning techniques recomniended. The usefulness of the
technical aids has to be made clear, and the simplicity of operation demons-
trated, so that new techniques meet with no prejudice. Hut one must ultimately
respect any habits of learning that lead to success, since for any learning task
a range of techniques may achieve the aim. Rote-learning is not to be despised,
print as a support to tape recording may help, misleading though it can also
be, and if the learner has been made aware that translating is anathema to the
teacher he will only try to conceal the fact that he is often mentally resorting
to it. When private methods are used and are failing to come off or are hinder-
ing the pace of his progress the learner will he more susceptible to advice. Test-
ing provides the feed-back that can modify the materials and the methods, and
frequent testing is all the more necessary in the short intensive ct,iirse if the
concentration of effort and the rapid pace are not to be wasted, and good learn-
ing habits are reinforced by success in the interim tests.

Another aspect of what the adult learner brings with him is more
personal, for he may bring anxieties that prevent him from gaining full
advantage from the intensive course. If he cows with the drawback of a hear-
ing or speech defect, he is hampered but has already learnt to cope with it in
normal conditions and will be appreciative of the extra care the teacher takes
to provide clarity and the right sound level in live or recorded speech-utterances
and patience in listening to his own oral contributions. Many adults too have
poor powers of retention but usually have the tenacity to put in extra time
working at repetitive overlearnipg in order to compensate, and they are helped
if tapes and machines are made available for extra individual practice. In a
group. particularly from one organisation, there may be initial tensions over

1 41
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status or social standing, although the happy conduct of an intensive course
usually dispels them. A small group with a common interest in learning can
generate a dynamism that aids the process and its cohesion as a team is an
added benefit to the firm. Because the intensive learning of a language in adult
life imposes a great strain, it can help to remove the men from the distractions
of family life and from the exigencies and problems of the job. If the course
members are living away from home more time is available for study and the
social element that desirably accompanies the language course then assumes
more significance and members can be properly introduced to foreign social
usage through the social participation of native speakers.

At its conclusion, the short intensive course seldom lends itself to testing
by external examinations and it is unfortunately rarely possible to apply the
relevant test, that is, to observe the man in action in a normal situation. The
substitute sometimes suggested, role-playing, is seldom satisfactory since it is a
selfconscious exercise and usually bears little resemblance to the reality of his
job that only the man knows. The running assessment of linguistic ability that
has been made as the result of regular testing and daily observation is probably
all that can be conveniently used to evaluate the success of the learner. In my
experience, the organisation whose practical problems have led to the provision
of a bespoke intensive course will not be interested in formal examination but
will be very appreciative if a profile is provided of the capabilities of the
learners at the end of the course. Advice should be given concerning further
language training, for it should be made plain that the language learning
process must be a continuing one. In turn, the course organisers need advice :
a structured questionnaire completed by the course members, with free com-
ment also invited, is a convenient way to get it.

It has been expedient to refer here to an experience which can be seen
in perspective. The pattern of courses alluded to evolved during a long series
of full-time intensive courses commissioned by iAustry between 1962 and
1964. They have been described as ad hoc, they served an immediate purpose
only. Ten years have passed, Britain is part of the European Economic Com-
munity and European languages are even more necessary to the country now.
There is an upsurge of demand for English as a foreign language, and many
men h.-Ailing senior positions in the countries of mainland Europe find it
necessary to come to this country in order to improve or perfect their English.
The demand has stimulated the production of special course materials for
particular categories of users, and there is no doubting the success of the hest
of these enterprises. But this demand is in no way matched by a similar demand
in this country by Englishmen for intensive courses in foreign languages, and
it is very doubtful that they are seeking such courses in the European countries
where the languages are spoken. Instead there are indications that English civil
servants and businessmen are not fully persuaded that the acquisition of foreign
languages is a serious enough concern to warrant a sacrifice of time, money
and effort. It is true that many non-intensive courses are flourishing, and there
have been interesting developments in the manner of presentation of work to
adult learners. In particular, the convenience of the individual learner has high
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priority rightly. I' aces in language laboratories can be booked, self-
administering programmes made available. Appointments can be made at
intervals for private sessions with a personal tutor. These are attractive
measures and a very great improvement on the stereotyped titnetabling of the
past. Yet the increments of learning can easily be wasted in a drawn-out
learning campaign in all but the very advanced stages, and those who advise
serious enquirers from the public and private sectors should spend time explain-
ing to them how language knowledge builds up.

Finally, although this paper has mainly been concerned with the
language training of non-linguists, the training of professional linguists is at
least equally urgent. In particular, trained translators :,re wanted for the
translation of all official papers of the Community, a high proportion of which
work is technical in one sense or another. Our national language-education
system is not yet meeting the needs of the '70s, and thE answer is not mote
improvisation. The business of forecasting national needs has no very good
record for reliability and in any case national and international needs for cer-
tain languages can change rapidly, for, say, political reasons, or maybe as a
result of instrumental observations from outer space. The sudden demand for
the crash course will no doubt still mean planning at short notice. But
information recently obtained through extensive surveys could well point to the
need to establish a few centres that would build up cadres of linguists for, say,
Arabic or Chinese or Japanese, make systematic provision of language training
for Europe-based specialists such as accountants, economists, lawyers, engineers,
scientists, and professionally train or re-train translators and interpreters. These
courses could constitute a new and more effective category of sustained inten-
sive courses that would give a reality to the idea of a continuing educative pro-
cess as the individual progresses through his career.
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B Fitzjohn

Problems of organisation

...1111=1111

The information and comments which follow are based on my
experience with the following courses, all of which have been ab initio.

(a) Russian for teachers. One academic year. Full-time.
(b) Russian for reservists in the armed forces. Fortnight residential.
(c) French/German for businessmen. Five days. Full-time.
(d) Various languages as an element in full-time courses in definable

specialist fields with professional implications (e.g. BA Librarianship,
Post-graduate Diploma in Art History, etc.).

It must be stressed that these courses have taken place in a variety of institu-
tions and organisations with which I have been from time to time involved.
Descriptions and comments which follow are strictly personal and do nor
necessarily represent the views of the institutions or organisations concerned.

Time required
The Russian courses for teachers were full-time for one academic year

(33-40 weeks). This is generous and untypical. An acute shortage of time and
the way it is distributed are the major common problems in organising foreign
language courses for special purposes. The very concept 'for special purposes'
implies that foreign language study is a subsidiary contribution to another,
main, interest and there will usually be pressure to achieve the required level
of linguistic competence in the minimum of time (and often with the minimum
of effort but that is another problem). The shortage of time may reflect itself
in a restricted period and a sense of urgency ( 'we fly out to Stockholm a week
on Tuesday'; 'the teachers will be released for one academic year only'; 'the
reservists' annual camp is fifteen days' ), or a restricted allocation of time over
the period of a longer course (2 hours per week on the BA course in Librarian-
ship).

The pedagogic problems of intensive language teaching are not the
concern of this paper. But however modern, imaginative and effective the
classroom activities may be, they need to be supported by an unusually efficient

19
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but enlightened administration to ensure that wastage of time is kept to a
minimum. An hour or two .:3% of a 40-hour course) can easily evaporate in
searching for a mein, a car parking space or lunch. Academic staff do
not always find it easy or agreeable to spend time making the detailed and
precise administrative Preparations which will obviate delays and misunder-
standings.

The greater the control which the course organisers can exercise over
the students' activities clur;r.g the period of the course, the more effective the
tuition is likely to be. On the .short courses for army reservists with which I
have been concerned, the students were wholly encapsulated. Lven when for-
mally 'off duty' they were living-in with their colleagues and teachers and a
high degree of saturation was achieved. Although this is a useful principle
which is sometimes applied in industry, it presents difficulties for the normal
college. When a residential course is impracticable, the next best wa) of fully
exploiting a few-day period seems to be the sort of partial encapsulation which
we used on our short five-thy businessman's course. Students spent ten hours
a day in the instructional area and morning coffee, lunch, afternoon tea and
a free bar were provided to ensure that they had no excuse for leaving during
that period. This made a considerable impact but the strain was great on
students and teachers alike and it could not have been maintained for long.
Conventionally organised courses with periodic release for meals and refresh-
ments plus daily travel problems do not have the same 'punch'.

It is becoming increasingly common for a business firm or other
organisation to contact a college with a request for a special short course to be
provided almost immediately. A typical example was the request we received
for an ab initio course in Russian of five half-days to be given the following
week to a team of eight businessmen due to visit the USSR the week after that.
Some colleges have certainly found it possible to offer this sort of service and
it would be interesting to have details of how they have overcome the problem
of having course materials, teaching staff and accommodation free and avail-
able on request within the constraints of the public authority system.

Sometimes the student, in addition to being limited in the amount of
time available for language study, is only able to attend for tuition irregularly.
Expensive private tuition agencies can make the necessary individual arrange-
ments without undue difficulty, but one also hears of local authority colleges
which operate an individual 'booking' system for tuition as well as language
laboratory practice. Once again, it would be interesting to learn how these ad
hoc arrangements can be absorbed into a college's teaching programme without
a good deal of wastage of resources while they arc standing by or with-
out severely restricting the client's right of access.

The problems of organising the limited language contribution to a full-
time course are a little different. It seems that the language teacher, anxious
to retain and develop his part in the course and therefore not to give offence,
all too often has to accept without question, not only the restricted number of
hours allocated, but also their place in the timetable, such as 9-11 on Mondays,

20
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4-5 on Thursdays and Fridays; there is a range of unpopular timings which can
limit the effectiveness of the language tuition offered.

One :an only hope that the vzry evident growth in the demr.nd for
languages amongst specialists in other fields will mean an enhanced respect for
language tuition and a willingness to give..it a higher priority in the allocation
of time.

Aims and target.,
The need to develop "ery efficient teaching methods so as to exploit to

the Ml the limited time available will not be Llisputed. Bt't the publicity giwn
to the allegedly effortlest effectiveness of modern teaching methods has in some
part been responsible for the setting of unrealistic Oms and targets.

All too often a potential client or student makes his initial request for
language tuition on the basis of a total misconception of what constitutes
'modern' language teaching and what it can ealistically be expected to achieve
in a limited time. We have been asked on more than one occasion for a ten-
week course of two or three hours per week in French or German at the end
of which the student is expected to be 'fluent' and to have a 'thorough know-
ledge of business and commercial usage'. When we try to point out that this
aim is too ambitious, we get the reply 'but I thought you had one of these
language laboratories'. The interest in foreign language learning is growing and
spreading, and the results tthich are achieved are often remarkable, but
expectations arc sometimes unreasonable, which can lead zo serious disappoint-
ment.

Even with the comparatively long full-time Russian language courses for
teachers, I do not believe the results achieved always matched the aims
as originally stated. The levels reached by several students were truly remark-
able. But were were also some who 'passed' the course without being able to
read Pravt; t or arrange a day's sight-seeing itinerary in Moscow reliably.

We really n.:ed to ensure by careful public relations that a potential
client has a realistic understanding of what can and cannot be achieved in a
limited period of time, before he starts to learn. A big step forward would be
some generally acceptable standardisation of terminology in which to express
and define the levels we hope to achieve. Terms like 'a basic (or 'thorough')
working knowledge' and 'a reading knowledge' and 'a high standard of oral
fluency' are not very helpful unless they represent levels of attainment which
have been much more closely defined and which are generally known and
understood. Perhaps we should think of terms such as 'an active vocabulary of
x words'.

Assessment and testing
The students themselves (or their sponsors) often expect their course to

prepare them for a recognised qualification (e.g. London Chamber of Corn-
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tiler( ^ or Institute of Linguists examinations). or at least to receive some form
of certification from the College or Departmen*. Whatever methods we may
use to test progress, it seems we have to choose between 'passing' ail students
and issuing valuel-ss certificates, and declaring some of our clients to be failtwes.
Both alternatives pose delicate problems. These were particularly keenly felt on
the Russian language c.mrses for teachers. As the 'students' were bt, profession
teachers of foreign languages, the fzilure to succeed in a new language, even
under the most favourable conditions, was a humiliation and could have had
serious personal conccquences.

But even in the more usual situation where the student who is learning
a foreign language for a 'special purpose' is almost by definition a non-linguist,
often such a student has great ability and motivation. His achievements when
he tackles the problem of acquiring a new foreign lat.guage are some-
times spectacular. But how does one deal with the student who, at the outset
or after a few lessons, is clearly doomed to fdlure? A middle-aged managing
director who has committed himself to a language course heavily in terms of
cash and valuable time arrives faithfully every morning in his chauffeur-driven
car in confident anticipation of a pcntecostal experience. How does one break
it to him that he is wasting his time? How does one justify denying a student
his degree in librarianship because he has failed to master basic Italian?
Naturally, as teachers of foreign languages, we rejoice as the importance of
foreign language learning becomes ever more generally acknowledged. But if a
knowledge of one or more foreign languages becomes a generally accepted
prerequisite for success in an ever wider range of careers, we must appreciate
the responsibilities which face us.

Teaching aids and materials
The problem of finding course material can be a very difficult one. The

range of specialisms for which we are expected to provide bespoke language
teaching is widening, but so is the sophistication of language teaching itself
and the degree of research, preparation and programming which has to precede
the actual tuition. The Russian language courses for teachers were near-ideal
in this respect because the carefully researched and expensively produced school
courses were in themselves immediately relevant to the teacher's professional
needs. The expertise and experience of modern language teaching has also
been applied to the needs of the general businessman Lecause the potential
clients are known to be wealthy and the market profitable. But we are now
being asked to provide modern effective language tuition to meet a wide range
of new specialist needs (e.g. for technologists, librarians, art historians,
surveyors, musicians, fashion designers, to name but a few). Foreign language
teachers are having to acquaint themselves with the specialisms of their clients
and students before planning courses for them. This is time-consuming and
courses are often called for at short notice. It seems desirable to establish well-
publicised channels through which foreign language teachers, faced with the
problem of preparing courses for particular specialisms, can contact and liaise
with others already working in similar fields.
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The pursuit of quota
l.astly, those of us who work in Polytechnics and ..other institutions will

be aware of the growing pressure to avoid being profligate with our resources.
It is clear that it will become increasingly difficult for us to offer language
courses to small special groups. In addition to persuading our clients to be
realistic in the levels which they expect to achieve, we are now finding ourselves
telling the organisers of a course in Furveyi ng, for instance, that if there is an
intake of 20 to 24 students, this can justify not more than two language options
-- and not the five or six originally asked for.

At the City of Birmingham Polytechnic we are looking carefully at the
possibility of offering 'multi-purpose' classes which will serve a number of
courses. Although this may he regarded as little short of a contradiction in
terms when we are thinking of 'languages for special purposes', we do have the
advantage of unusual iize and the apparent need for a similar provision of
language tuition with a business orientatiol, on a very large number of courses.
In sonic cases this will form an integral part of the student's course, in other
cases it may be an 'optional extra'. Quite apart from the pedagogic problems
which will be apparent to all, we are wondering how we are going to ensure
credit in Delaney terms for students %%Ito come to us from other Departments
and take our optional extra.

BEST COPY AVAltABLE
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J l M Trim

A unit/credit scheme for adult language
learning

This paper refers to a project established by the Council of Europe, under the direction
of J. L. M. Trim. Further details have been published in Systems development in adult
laneuage learning, Council for Cultural Co-operation, Council of Europe, Strasbourg.
1973.

In September 1971, a group of experts was convened to investigate the
feasibility of a European unit/credit scheme for adult language learning, with
the aim of placing at the disposal of adult language learners a multi-faceted
learning system adapted to their individual needs and objectives, and suitable
for use within a framework or permanent and recurrent education.

At its first meeting, the group considered the report and recom-
mendations of the symposium on modern languages in adult education held at
Riischlikon, Switzerland, in May 1971, and agreed to concern itself with the
following tasks :

'(a) to break down the global concept of language into units and sub-
units based on an analysis of particular groups of adult learners, in
terms of the communication situations in which they are character-
istically involved. This analysis should lead to a precise articulation
of the notion of "common core" with specialist extensions at different
proficiency levels;

(b) to set up on the basis of this analysis an operational specification for
learning objectives;

(c) to formulate, in consultation with the Steering Group on Educational
Technology, a system defining the structure of a multi-media learn-
ing system to achieve these objectives in terms of the unit/credit
concepts.'

In its first year of existence, the group addressed itself to three problem
areas : the first was the development of a model for the analysis of adult
language needs; the second was the investigation of the notional and functional
categories which, being important to all language learners, might determine
the grammar and vocabulary of the 'common core', the common objective of
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all language learners, as distinct from the uses of languages for the purposes of
particular specialists; the third area was the specification of an initial common
languagelearning target, known as the 'threshold level', attainable by the
ma;ority of learners after a comparatively short period of study and below
which no general proficiency levels may usefully be distinguished. Preliminary
studies on these problems were commissioned from Rene Richterich, D. A.
Wilkins and J. A. van Ek.

A project was formally established in January 1973. During the first
half of that year its work was devoted to the development of a model for the
operational specification of language learning objectives, based on the analysis
of languageusing situations and taking into account situational, functional,
notional, lexical and grammatical categories derived from the earlier work, and
integrating them, together with categories defining language behaviours in
terms of the reception and production of language embodied in any one of a
set of possible media, into a meaningfully structured model.

The mod-A makes it possible, in principle, to move systematically from
the analysis of situations to a specification (selection and ordering) of the
vocabulary required for the control of those situations. As such, it already
provides a useful tool for course constructors, bearing in mind that many other
pedagogical factors, such as the learner's mother tongue, previous educational
experience, etc., must also be taken into account.

The model may be briefly summarised as follows : the overall objective
of language learning is to become a member, to a greater or lesser extent, of a
foreign language community. As members of a language community we
participate in a series of language events (E), the number of which is indefinitely
large. Indeed, most such events are unique. Even if we go shopping, or to eat
in a restaurant, we do not do or say exactly the same things on each single
occasion. Underlying (a class of) particular occurrences, however, we may
recognise a 'communicative situation' (S), an abstract construct which describes
the general form of a whole class of related events. A communicative situation
(such as taking!serving a restaurant meal, buying/selling in a shop, visiting/
receiving a visit from private guests, etc.) involves a chain of interactions per-
formed by means of a combination of practical actions, gestures and utterances,
dependent on the nature of the situation and the interaction. Each individual
interaction moves the situation along a path which allows some freedom to the
participants but is steered overall by the sociological properties of the situation
and the roles assumed by the participants. Thus communication is initiated and
terminated, relations defined, information requested, given and received, orders
given and taken, disagreements expressed and resolved, undertakings given and
accepted, queries raised and answered, etc. "I hese language functions (F),
dictated by the structural properties of the situation, in part determine the
grammatical structures (G) to be used, as well as the concepts to be expressed
(C) and the behavioural mode (M) (whether speech or writing in one form or
another is employed, who speaks and who listens, etc.). The conceptual content
also influences the choice cif grammatical structures as well as the choice of
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vocabulary (L). The latter is also of course partly determined by the conrete
objects and actions occurring in the situation, as is the behavioural mode.

The relations discussed above may be represented diagrammatically as
follows :

Kty: E = language events
S = language situational categories
F = language functional categories
C = conceptual and notional categories
L I= lexical categories
G = grammatical categories
M = behaviour modes
D = partial ordering of objectives (delta diagram)

Naturally, it is possible to meet the linguistic demands of a situation at
various levels of adequacy. A minimum vocabulary of words and set phrases
and a rudimentary grammar will suffice to carry one through a straightforward,
essentifiily practical, situation (e.g. supermarket shopping), whereas to make or
deal with complaints, seek or give advice on the less obvious aspects of quality,
to negotiate price reductions, or to exchange local gossip while waiting to be
served, requires much more. In general terms, we could say that the more
knowledge of e. language and skill in its use we acquire through study and
experience, the better equipped we are to deal with all the possible complexities
of a situation. his truism is however too vague to be of use to course planners,
who are concerned with making the most of the limited resources which adult
learners (or to: that matter all learners) have at their disposal, and who are
therefore obliged to establish priorities among learning objectives.

The most rational basis for the establishment of priorities is surely that
of costeffectiveuess. The aim of situational analysis is to provide a theoretical
model for applying cost-effectiveness criteria to the selection and ordering of
learning objectives. Effectiveness is here dependent upon communicative value
and productivity. The communicative value of a linguistic item depends on its
importance for the performance of a language function and the importance
(i.e. the seriousness of the consequence of failure) of that function in controlling
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a situation, while productivity depends on the transferability (and utilityl of
the .c.itt and its associated functions to other situations. 'cost' as used here
depends on the investment of resources (especialiy of learner effort) required
to bring about the learning of the item concerned.

Whether it will prove possible to quantify cost-effectiveness values in
this field remains to be seen. The application of the principle requires course
planners :

(a) to select from the situations in which a learner could find himself
those most relevant to his needs, whether social, vocational, or
individual;

(b) to select from the interactions which could occur in that situations
. those whose successful completion is most essential to the achieve-
ment of the goal of the situation;

(c) to select front the functions whose performance can fulfil the require-
ments of interactions those of the widest general usefulness;

(d) to select from the notions appropriate to the concrete objects and
actions and to the interactional functions in a situation those which
are most generally applicable and most nearly indispensable;

(e) to select from the grammatical structures capable of expressing the
notions and functions chosen those which are most economical of
learning effort in view of the learner's prior knowledge, whilst being
capable of entering into the expression of the widest range of notions
and functions;

1) to select from the lexicon (words and idiomatic phrases) available
for the expression of the notions and concrete situational features
chosen those which have the widest application to different situations.

If these decisions are correctly taken, the result will he to order the situations
and materials in such a way as to enable the learner to achieve the most rapid
progress, both in meeting the most necessary requirements of the situations of
greatest importance to him and in acquiring a general ability to communicate
in a wide t Inge of situations.

This framework of criteria for deciding between alternatives should be
of assistance to planners in avoiding outright errors and imbalances. Needless
to say, to make the decisions is often very difficult in view of the multifarious
nature of learners, situations and needs, as well as the conflicts which must arise
between criteria.

The clusters of situations characteristic of the social life of different
classes of learners vary widely, and may he arranged in different orders of
priority. While it is possible and desirable for different clusters and priorities
to be established for different classes of learners, it will not be possible in prac-
tical terms to meet the strict conditions given above for each individual learner
until the technology of individualised instruction is much more advanced.

There are also certain dangers in attempting to match teaching too
closely to the present social role of a learner. Apart from the unacceptability
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of so narrow a view of the needs of the individual, such limited instruction
would fail to equip hint to face the continuous change in the conditions of life
and work characteristic of our age and from which the argument on which
our work is based proceeds. Furthermore, motivation for study is rarely con-
fined to a desire to perform present tasks more efficiently, but has future career
prospects in mind. A young waiter, for instance, probably studies with an eye
to becoming a hotel manager and looks to his studies mainly to provide the
knowledge and skill necessary for the performance of that job, which he cannot
acquire front daily practice and observation. Beyond this directly vocational
instruction however, his study should be designed to equip him to respond more
freely and adequately to the demands of situations not directly envisaged in
his career plans.

Fortunately the dilemma posed is more apparent than real. If courses are
constructed in accordance with the principles set out in the diagram above,
a high proportion of the language acquired in order to deal with one situation
will hr available (too donla with some reduction in adequacy) for the inter-
actions that are required to deal with many others. Indeed, intelligent course
planning must incorporate the principle and pi artier such transfer, the
possibility of which is inherent in the nature of language itself.

The aim of introductory situation-bawd courses is thus not confined to
enabling the Ieaftwr to participate with a certain effectiveness in the situations
explicitly handled, but aims to engender in him an organised linguistic com-
petence which he can bring to hear with a certain proficiency upon whatever
situations he encounters. This competence will always be biased its a greater or
lesser extent) by the particular learning sequence followed. Learnerdependent
and learner-independent factors lead us to establish orders of precedence within
courses which will differ from one group of learners to another, in view of their
different priorities and backgrounds. Clearly, in dealing with a situation
introduced towards the beginning of the course a learner cannot dispose of the
same language resources as when it is introduced towards the end of the course.

However, the general proficiency 'spun off' in the course of situational
learning will tend to converge in different learners (a rough analogy might be
drawn with the way in which crossword-puzyle solvers converge on the solution
from different directiowo. As this proficiency develops, it 'feeds kick' upon the
ability of the learner to deal more adequately with situations already generally
handled. There is thus no necessary contradiction between situation-based
learning programmes and generalised learning objectives. In fact, most con-
temporary language courses contain dements of both. The task of a rational
learning system is to consider both and to bring them into proper relation.

We are now in a position to specify in princ'nle the characteristics and
objectives of a unit 'credit language learning system, based on the systematic
application of the principles developed above within the limits imposed by
practicality.

For each lauguLge, a range of proficiency les els is to be established speci-
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lying within certain limits the linguistic knowledge and skills to he commanded
by a learner. The number of levels to be set up is largely a matter of practical
convenierce, Souse examining (belies (e.g. Trinity College, London, in respect
of its examinations in spoken English) recognise as many as ten levels, others as
few as two or three. A balance has to be struck between the requirements of
reliability and administrative feasibility, which tend to keep the number low,
and those of informativeness and motivation, which tend to increase the number.
A good deal of discimsion and negotiation will no doubt be necessary before a
decision on the number and designation of levels can he made which would
command general acceptance. Meanwhile, a system of live levels ranging from
'threshold', or initial general proficiency, to full professional proficiency would
seem to afford a reasonable basis for discussion (with additionally a level 0 for
'Ivo measurable proficiency', and 6 for 'native-like' proficiency).

It is possible to interpolate one or more preliminary levels between 11 and
I to represent a highly restricted ability to deal with stereotyped basic situations
by means of a limited number of stock phrases, combined with the ability to
extract a bare minimum of information from the utterances of the interlocutor.
While this is certainly a legitimate first learning objective for some classes of
learner (e.g. migrant workers), it is doubtful whether it can be properly con-
sidered a level of general proficiency.

Each level is to he defined by :
(a) the linguistic resources assumed (grammatical, lexical, including

idiom, phonological and phonetic);
114 appropriateness of response and use (notional, situational, functional)

required;
tc) accuracy and consistency demanded in reception and production;
(d) immediacy and fluency required;
(e) range of linguistic operations involved.

Definitions must be separately established for proficiency in listening,
speaking. reading and writing. TI:ese definitions are to be made as concrete
and explicit as poyible, covering the linguistic, notional and functional content
and the behaviour and media conversions invols eel. Grades may be established
for relative degrees of skilled performance. A range of situational "'Aims should
then be defined, to be handled at an appropliate level and chi:stroll according
to the learners' needs and motivations. The communicative ability adequate to
control at a given level a coherent cluster of situations serving a definite social
need defines the objec ive of a learning unit. A range of unit specifications at
different levels can then be developed so as to combine economy with flexibility
in providing for the diversified but overlapping needs of different classes of
learner.

According to this approach, the teaching of language for special purposes
is not simply to be based on some analysis of the frequency of structures and
lexical items found in some corpus of spotArn and ss mitt) text. It is rather a
matter of field studies to determine the characteristic interact;ons in which the
lisnguage users arc engaged. Praxeogras may then be dray,11 we defining the
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sequences of operations which serve the interactions. The operations may then
he defined according to their behavioural, functional, notional and linguistic
content, as has been outlined above.

The actual learning task facing the student can then be defined in a
more complete way than hitherto, by comparing this multidimensional objective
with his 'prior knowledge', that is to say, what he is already able to do. Clearly
the task facing an experienced sales executive with '0' level Trench is different
from that facing a university modern language graduate, if both aim to become
foreign sales representatives of a finn with a substantial export business. Prac-
tical considerations will, presumably, always force course planners to attempt a
reconciliation between the accurate assessment of the needs of an individual
learner with a defined 'here-and-now' problem (and less easily definable future
expectations) and the exigencies of institutional teaching and educational
economies.

The basic objective which the Council of Europe group has set itself is
to make the many factors which have to be taken into account in arriving at
particular solutions fully explicit, so that the decisions which have to be made
at all levels of the educational process can be as rational as fallible human
beings can make them.

Appendix

A close analysis of the language functions useful to the performance of
seine class of job at different levels would provide a basis for language units
which would form part of a language diploma or a vocational diploma. As an
example, we may consider the case of the language skills which may be
required in secretarial work in a firm or other body with international connec-
tions. Among the language activities that may be involved are the following

(a) copy-typing of a foreign language (1.2) text from print;
(b) typing of a letter front a longhand 1,2 script;
(c) typing of an 1,2 letter from dictation, taken down in longhand;
(d) typing of an L2 letter from dictation, using an 1.2 shorthand system;
(e) typing of a standard letter in L2 given precise instructions as to its

content, but not a literal dictation;
(f) typing of a standard letter in 1.2, given general instructions as to

content;
'g) typed acknowledgements in 1.2 according to a standard procedure

but without any specific instructions;
(11) composing non-standard letters in 1.2 from a mother tongue (IA)

original, involving close translation:
composing non-standard letters in 1.2, given precise instructions as
to content, but no text;
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(j) composing non-standard letters in La, given only general instruc-

tions regarding its content;
(k) abstracting the gist of an La letter in Lt;
(I) providing a close translation of an Le letter in LI;
(m) sending an La telegram by telephone;
(n) composing an La telegram from an Lt text, or instructions;
(o) estahlishing telephonic connections with L2 contacts (in and out);
(p) giving and receiving L2 telephone messages;
(q) greeting and entertaining L2 visitors;
(r) answering queries from L2 clients;
(s) booking travel accommodation in L2;
(t) interpreting at a business conference from La to Li ;
(u) interpreting at a business conference from Lt to La.

It is clear that these activities (the list is unlikely to be complete) vary
greatly in the demands they make upon a secretary. They may also he further
differentiated according to the linguistic range and complexity of the letters,
text% and messages concerned, the variety of situations and kinds of personal
relations involved, the clarity of input, the speed, accuracy and reliability of
work demanded. A personal assistant who can perfonn all these tasks to a high
standard on a bilingual basis is a highly skilled professional worker, and com-
mands so high a salary that no firm could employ her unless her skills were in
constant demand. A small firm, only part of whose work involves intermittent
foreign contacts, might prefer a secretary to be able to deal competently if
slowly with only the more elementary operations, and call in professional
assistance where necessary.

Modules can be established for each of these secretarial tasks,
diirerentiated in appropriate cases according to the linguistic level of the input
and output and the degree of skill demanded. The modules can be grouped
into units at the same level for convenience of examining, and the units com-
bined into certificates and diplomas. At the highest levels (say 4 and 5), the
content is sufficient to justify an autonomous diploma. Level 4 might require
full control of the actual secretarial skills involved, with a modicum of straight-
forward interpretation. Level 5 might then add to that a full mastery of the
language in not only straightforward but also unforeseen and complex situations
involvine the exercise of judgment and discretion and control over their
linguistic expression, as well as a range of styles and an ability to communicate
effectively under adverse conditions. At lower levels, the restrictions of range,
knowledge and skill would mean that the credit obtained would be capitalisable
as part of a wider qualification.

It must of course be borne in mind that the job demands upon a
secretary may vary widely from one country to another, and that the linguistic
content will he dependent on the nature of the business of the firm by which
the secretary is employed. Flexibility between modules is therefore all the more
necessary.
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5 M Kuhn

AI

l'eloboration de materiaux didactiques

1 On ne trouvera pas dans les lignes qui suivent une quelconque
taxonomie des principes et des modalites relatifs A la creati-in de produits
didactiques. Depuis des annees, et dans sous les pays, le discours universitaire
sur l'audio-visuel a suffisamment &courage on sterilise l'experimentation dans
ce domaine. Le fosse va en effet s'elargissant entre ceux pour (Jul l'audio-visuel
n'est que pretexte a publications ou enseignements et ceux qui sont confront&

une ache precise de production. Les premiers theorisent volontiers leur propre
vision du programme educatif ideal et imposent pita& gulls ne proposent au
createur potentiel les prealables imperatifs d'une problematique irrealiste a force
de rigeur; absorbes par les milk et un problemes de conception et de miss en
forme, les seconds n'ont Oneralement ni le souci ni le loisir de se livrer a tine
reflexion sur leur pratique.

Ce sont eux cependant qui sont It mettle de forntuler non des questions
rhetoriques stir la creation pedagogique en general mais une interrogation
ouverte et motivee sur leur propre activite. Certes, nombre de publications sont
le fait de praticiens qui se fondent stir leur experience pour tenter de defitur
un futur souhaitable et realiste en matiere d'elaboration de materiaux
didactiques; cependant, a force de reflechir, A ce que devraient ou pourraient
etre des .conditions ideales de production pedagogique, on oublie trop souvent
cc qu'elles rout reellement. Au risque d'etre taxe de myopie prospective, je vous
propose de debattre de quelques problems fondamentaux lies aux conditions
actuelles de conception de 'produits' destines a l'apprentissage.

L'ne production pedagogique, quelle soil, existe et se definit en
fonction d'un public destinataire. Dans une structure d'enseignement classique,
cette production petit etre le fait d'un enseignant suppose competent It

qui est confiee, pour une discipline donnee, la charge d'un groupe d'enseignes.
Cet enseignant assume une responsabilite totale puisque c'est lui, et lui seul,
qui analyse les besoins du groupe, concoit, produit, applique, apprecie et
eventuellement modifie ses propres materiaux didactiques.
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II s'agit 1a d'une activite pedagogique de type artisanal totaiement

incompatible avec un projet de formation en langues qui s'adresscrait au plus
grand nombre

it est en eflet irrealiste de onder un enseignement de masse sur un
corps d'enseignants suffisamment nombreux et qualifies pour remplir
toutes les tttches mentionnees ci-dessus;

it est dangereux de generaliser une experience ponctuelle tiussie en
transfoimant tel procluit artisanal qui s'est revile eflicace dans un cadre
pedagogique precis en article de serie utilisable partout et par taus;
-- it est impossible enfin, pour de simples rai-ons de cont, d'envisager

la mobilisation de tonic Ia gamine des media et des supports pour des
micro-publics nombreux et varies.

Tout ceci mne A la conclusion scion laquelle la fabrication de materiaux
didactiques ne pent qu'etre le fait d'une equipe.

Maim si la necrssite tin travail collectif est incontestee, on ne saurait faire
l'economie d'une rellexion sur les problignes qui se posent A chacun au triple
niveata de la marge d'initiative, du degre de responsabilite et du partage des
competences. II West rien de plus trompeur, par exciuple, que l'apparente
harmonic clans Ia distribution des tttclies toile que la revile le generique d'un
film on d'un programme de television. S'agissant de Ia fabrication de materiaux
destines A l'apprentissage d'une langue vivante, done A 1;1 transmission d'un
omit de communication, l'ellicaite passe oligatoireinent par Ia co-responsa-
bilite et l'ecitange permanent an sein de l'equipe de production. Ccci est
partictilierement evident lorsqu'on fait oppel A des media sophistiques comme
le film et la television qui posent avec acuite le probline des rapports entre
conception et realisation.

Scharer ces deux functions est atissi perniietix que les confondre. La
responsabilite 'en relais' sequentielle voit l'auteur elalwer iffil un
ce.uenti donne et le transmettre all realisatetir qui do:mem A la inatike pro-
posAl sa tonne oil televisuelle. Trailer separement et sucessivement
fond et tonne, ignorer leti interaction fontlainentale, IIP [Wilt metier qu'A
l'elaboration d'un produit decevant qui retinit dans nine ta.tne insatisfaction
auteur, realisateur, productetic it plll,lic. Courier les incites de conception et de
realisation A tine settle et miite person:iv baptisee 'atiteur-realisatette ne donne
pas de meilleurs restiltats it risque d'aboutir A des produits soil ennuycux A
force d'uniformite, soil purentent gratuits si l'auteur ne cherche dans sa creation
qt.'utte satisfaction lartistique' personnelle ilgoiste.

La qualite des produits depend don directement du type de com-
munication qui s'etablit sent de l'equipe de production. 11 est indispensable
cue la mobilisation des talents et des functions s'effectue non pas en teres
de separation ou de confusion ais sur la base (rune complententarite active

permanente s'exerc A cliaque instant du processes de creation. Outre
qu'elle suppose chez chacun des individus oncernes une disponibilite et tine
otiverture taut professiottelle que psychologique, ctte complemntarite pose de
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maniere aigiie le probleme des structures et des modalites pratiques de la
production. Or ces structures elles-meme sont definies par le type de systetne
de formation mis en place, c'est-A-dire par la nature -memo des rapports etablts
entre la production, la diffusion et la reception.

C'est ice qu'intervient la distinction entre linateriaux d'apprentissage'
et `materiatix d'enseitmement'. Loin d'etre purement formelle, celle-ci indique
que I'on ne pent eviler de choisir clairement le public auquel on s'adresse
retudiant nu l'enseignant. Elaborer des produits destines indifferemment a run
nu a l'autre, c'est risquer de ne satisfaire ni Pun ni l'autre. La fabrication de
produits pedagogiques ne pouvant etre dissociee du mode de diffusion/reception
qui sera retenu, trois hypotheses peuvent etre envisagees :

(i) le produit fini passe directement du producteur au consonunateur;
(ii) le produit fini est administre h un groupe par rintermediaire d'un

enseignant qui joue un role de distributemq
(iii) le produit brut, ou semi-fini, est livre a un enseignant qui le faconne,

l'adapte et le complete avant de l'appliquer au groupe dont it est
responsable.

La premiere et la derniere de ces formules ont au moins le medic de la
: rune elimine purement et simplement I'enseignant 'classique', l'autre lui

donne an contraire un role determinant en l'associant directement aux thehes
de creation. C'est helas la seconde qui est A la fois la plus ambigue, la plus
coriteuse et la plus repandue ! On peut certes reprocher a cette classification
d'etre par trap caricaturale et d'ignorer les multiples strategies peclagogiques
qui combinent rune ou l'autre de ces formules; it n'en reste pas moins vrai que
chacune de ces trois options correspond a tine orientation dominants qui auratine influer decisive sur le type de production retenu.

La plupart des systemes de formation qui fonctionnent actuellement
s'inspirent de rune de ces trois approches. Aucun ne semble donner vraiment
satisfaction et c'est petit-etre dans le monolithisme et la rigidite qui caracterisentchacun d'eux quill faut chercher la cause de leur relative inefficacite. Face h
cette situation bloquee, it send& qu'il faille s'orienter vers un eclatetnent, une
demultiplication institutionnelle des centres de production et de diffusion. Le
medic revient au J. L. M. Trim d'avoir envisage tine redistribution dynainiqueet colierente des responsabilites en proposaut retude d'un system! multi-media
qui definit les aches de production/diffusion en tennes d'interaction et de coin-plementarite et cc an triple plan local, national et international'.

Au tenne de cette premiere pantie, it est possible de formuler unepremiere serie de questions :

(a) Comment envisager - a court ou A inoyen tenne la mist en
place d'un systeme multi-media tel qu'il est envisage par le ProfesseurTrim?

' J. L. M. Trim: A European unit/credit system for modern language learning byadults: provisional gertiour regarding multi -media systems for language teaching toadults. Council of Europe document CCC /EF.S (74) 3
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(b) Cette tnise en place petit-elle etre progressive et si oui, a quels

secteurs faut-il s'attaquer en priorite?
(c) Quels sons les facteurs de `blocage' les plus importants?
(d) Comment eviler d'avoir a choisir actuellement entre un centre

specialise dans la production pedagogique mais generalement limite
quatititativement et Itialitativement au niveau des materiels et des
equipes et tin organisme non-specialise qui dispose de tomes les
ressources humaines et techniques IIIRIS repugne souvent A appliquer
A un programme educatif les nonees habituelles de production?

(e) Continent concilier les quails& d'otiverture et d'innovation que
peuvent apporter des realisateurs polyvalents a des productions
educatives ponctuelles et la garamie de continuite °Ilene par une
equipe de 'realisateurs-pedagogues' specialises?

(f) Comment assurer aux annuls la disponibilite et les competences
techniques indispensables sans les transformer en professionnels
charges de concevoir des produits dont ils ignoreront souvent la
raison d'etre (analyse des besoins) et l'impact (analyse des egrets)?

(g) Comment eviter emilin, dans le cadre d'un macro-systeme de produc-
tion /diffusion, les dangers du 'travail en miettes' et de la parcel-
lisation des tAches que risque de favoriser la multiplication des lieux
et des personnes?

2 Charm) s'accorde aujourd'hui it reconnaitre que ('acquisition d'une
lant,nie cicalae tie se onsoit qu'en tennes de communication. 1..'ncore faut-il clue
Ia fanny que prendra l'apprentissage ainsi que les materialise proposes ne con-
tredisent pas au depart l'ohjectif vise. Tout 'exercice de langue', si artificid
soil -il, petit certes etre presence commune une excellente preparation a une situa-
tion de communication a venir : l'effort d'acquisition impose est assisnile i1 un
incestissement qui doit debaucher, A plus ou mains long senile, stir une pratictue
norinale. Or ce decalage, dont l'enseignailt justifie volontiers le caractere
inevitable, contredit totalement le rapport A Ia langime de. l'apprenant -- et
singulierement de l'apprenatit adults. - qui exige simultaneite et concordance
entre l'acticite ix'ilagogique et l'activite langagiere reelle. L'apprentissage de la
communication en langues passe par l'exerice normale de Ia communication
au cours de l'apprentissage.

Phis encore que rout toto autre discipline, Ia sigh. d'or du createur de
materiaux pedagogic Iles en lai.gue vivatite doit etre Ia recherche de l'ad&tuit-
non optimale entre l'itpprentissage et la realise. Deux criteres inajeurs delves)*
done: iiiarituvr A tout instant la conception et la fabrication de ces materiatix :

(i) l'authenticite des formes linguistiques et des situations langagieres;
ii) l'autonoinie progressivement exigee de I'apprenant.

Vatahenticitj
(;mtrairement a law opinion fort repandue, le criteie d'authenticite ne

s'applique pas all seul itiveati dit 'avances; 11 ne constitue pas tine sorte d'ob-
jectif-reompense qui viendrait ounamer tut long et patient travail sur des

t '
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materiatix artificiels. En fait, la prise en consideration de ce critere aux premiers
stades de l'apprentissage correspond simplement an respect du caractere propre
du sujet et de l'objet de la formation confine des media mss en oeuvre.

Le respect du public demandeur de formation ne passe pas seulement
par l'analyse des besoms exprimes ou latents; it depa.sse largement
sable etude des convergences et des divergences entre langue- source et langue-
cible; it impliqut en priorite la prise en compte des rapports profonds entre la
communication verbale et l'environnement socio-culturel et professionnel. Pour
prendre le sets! exemple du contenu lexical d'un niveau elementaire, aucune
lime de frequence ne pent correspondre t la 'lime d'urgence et de pertinence'
etablie A partir de ('observation d'un public specifique. Comic l'ont montre de
nombreuses experiences d'alphabetisation, la participation active du public A
la definition du contenu de la formation est indispensable si I'on souhaite
etablir une interaction authentique entre les 'mots' et 'les choses de la vie'.

Le respect de Ia langue en cant qu'outil de communication impose tine
double demarche. II est indispensable d'analyser les categories notionnelles et
situationne!les littes au fonctionnement normal de la langue; c'est ce que fait
David Wilkins dans sa description de l'approche conntinirative' 2, 11 est non
moins indispensable de replacer les formes lexicales on grammaticales corres-
pondant A ces categories dans leur milieu nature!, c'est -a -dire dans un cadre de
communication normal. C'est ici que les materiaux non-didactiques jouent un
role decisif. Certes, ce type de inateriaux intervient souvent dans l'elaboration
de produits didactiques, inais uniquesnent comme point de depart, voice comme
alibi. La procedure est generalement Ia suivante

1. analyse d'un document authentique (article de presses programme de
radio on de television ...);

2. selection d'un certain nombre d'elements formels;
3. construction d'exercices destines A l'acquisition, A l'activation ou au

contrOle de ces elements.

En isolant tel ou tel aspect grammatical ou lexical thin 'texte' complexe,
on ignore generalemnt Ia plupart des traits pertinents qui faisaient sa
speciticite et son autlienticite en taut que message. Comment s'etonner
de l'absenre le transfert lorsque sont proposes d'autres documents du mncmnc
type? En fait, le produit authentique nest ni un pretexte, ni une simple
illustration, :pais tin materiau d'apprentissage privilegie qui doit etre appre-
hen& et analyse globalement. Present i tous les niveaux et A tous les stades de
Ia (mutation, it permet d'etablir et de maintenir un contact permanent avec
le fonctionnement normal de Ia langue. Son apport an plan psychopeclagogique
est determinant, Ia frequentation precoce et reguliere des inateriaux authen-
tiques constituant pour l'adulte un facteur non negligeable d'interet et de
motivation.

D. A. Wilkins: Modern languages: the lincs.inic and situational content of the eons
rnun tore in a unit credit system. Council of Europe document CCC /EES (72) 67
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respect du caractire specifique de chactin des moyens de production

et diffusion mis en oeuvre s'impose A l'evidcnce si Pon veut eviler de transfornwr
les instruments de Ia communication en simples machines i enseigner. On
evitera done de separer tin message de son support. Il est par exemple dangereux
d'analyser le contenu linguistique d'un article de presse independamment de
sa pntsentation journalistiquc (tnise en page, typographic ...). Inversetnent,
ehoisir le cadre formel dr. in Ninth. clessintte pour vehiculer tin content' didae-
titpie traditionnel approche quelque pen detnagogique. Par -deli les
criteres de rentabilite on de mode, Ie ehoix de tel oil tel medium nu support
se fait stirtout en fonction de sa apacite A assinner pleitiemnt tine Glebe speci-

Ainsi Ia television favoise clairenu'nt ce qu'on pourrait appeler le
realisme de Ia 'pedagogie-verite' : elle pelmet de monter la langue en situation
reelle et naturelle de fonctionnement: elle pmlonge la vile et I'm& par tine
sone de I'M aliSail(111 NIII. 11'S messages langagiers etivimmuints on pent, par
exemple, presenter tons IN signifiants qui agressent le visiteur en pays etrattger
isignalisation routare, directions, enseignes ...) en respectant la frequence
nattirelle des occurrences telly qu'elle est proposee par l'envirotmentent.
Respecter les pow:Id:dins propres A chat in' medium. c'est aussi rejeter Ia
contrainte tin support unique et opter pour tine veritable approche multi-media
fonder sur la compIttmentarite et non sur Ia simple juxtaposition.

L'autonornie
criti.re d'autonomie est, en situation dr communication verbal', indis-

sociable di, erne d'autliennitt. De Inivnr (pie la Ii tquentation des documents
atithentiques doit itre illutttrte tiN ten dans la stantgi d'apprentissage et ne
pas tree presenute ominr l'ittape ullilnr, de lame i. part di: travail antonome
(lair jailer dis le debut tin able essentiel darns Ir processus de formation, Ignorer
cette forme d'ativite ou retarder exagentinent son introthiceam risque de corn-
promettre gravement les possibilites de communication nonnale; le passage
brutal d'un cadre d'apprentissage sttenrisant A uric prise en charge personnelle
et non-assistee est pour l'adulte en formation atissi trawl:ads:int tine Ia &con-
vene de documents amity:16(01es apris (ill travail prolonge stir des produits
didactiques arti(iciels.

Cette incitation ati travail atitononu. s'exerce A trills niveaux :

(i) Autonomir relative par rapport :tux 'agents d'enseignement'.
L'enseignant responsahle trim grope est sotivent pour l'enseigne
tin interlociitetir troi) privilegitt Inn tend A (acii her coustamment la
coniiiiiinicittion ell langu eirangi.re, masquatit alilsi panic la
mpaltipliritt et lit varii..11°- des int:Ilona:1ns potennels de mute
situation tionnair t de dialogue.

(ii) Autonomic relative pa; rapport aux d'enseigninetie
spiYitiquement conciis pour time utilisation clidaetique. Le ineilleur
exeinple en hi itiatii.re est proliableinent lourni par le lahoratoiri!
de I.ult nes 9(11. inal oil trop petit deveitir tin °mil de condi-
tion:ten:um et tin initilateur trexpression verhale aussi mediocre
tine dangereux.

37
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Autonomie relative enfin par rapport aux imethodes d'enseigne-
mem'. Le risque de dependance et d'accoutumanee est ici d'autant
phis eleve que la tatIoxle se vent conipt,te : la pratique normale
de la langue est alors aisement assimilee A me pratique pdagogiqtie
oil tout smble prevti; or chacun sail que I'un des aspects fonda
mentatist de la communication en langue est ('aptitude A reagir avec
stlecl.s l'impawisible, et summit dans les situations dites
'typiquesi. Cette part gull est tukessaire de faire a l'imprevisible

d'ailletirs gull est impossible d'eiwisager l'elaboration de
materiaux de travail autonomy scion les principes de l'enseignentent
programme : celui-ei implique en efet le risque de conditionnement
et de simulation klique a propos du laboratoire de langues.

Au cows monolithique et fortement stnicturlt cpiipresente tine succession
lineaire de sleconss, on referent des ensembles de materiaux nombreux, com-
pacts et varies qteactompagnent des suggestions nottliodologiques et des conseils
&exploitation atitonome on semi-witonome. On retrotive ini la notion de
modules d'apprentissage independants inais combinables telly qu'elle est delinie
dans le projet de systhile &unites capitalisables en langues etudie par le Conseil
de l'Europe. Bien entrndu, le (leen* &autonomic envisageale est function des
niveaux et des phases d'apprentis,age : le travail autonome atigntente 4.11 111611C
temps que s'ele la comitetence; it a une importance variable scion que la
visee pklagogique concerne la sensibilisation, la presentation, l'acquisition, le
renforeement on le contrite. L'essentiel est qu'il soil integre A Ia formation
initiate avant de tlevenir la forme privilgii.e de l'entretien et du perfectionne-
mem individucl it permanent.

La definition du COMM! ei de Ia forme de l'apprentissage en willies
de recours an document atithentique et de ixtdagogie de l'autonomie tie manque
pas de poser tin certain nonibre de questions :

(a) Continent organiser pratiquement l'acci.s permanent et riltillier A des
produitt orittinellement concus, thtlimts et difitisi.s dans tine perspec-
tive tion-didactitple?

(It) Conimritt assurer chop let ttquipcs de production tine coordination
qui est indispensable A l'on visit prt:server la compatilidit6 et la
combinabilitt; des procluits?

(c) Scion quelle proportion optimale estil soultaitable de combiner les
I oductions in:ad:tux brut,, senti-finis et finis?

41) Comment gaantir Li eitinuitc et la colis'ene dans tine ptiqu
de n'partition des tactics dc production entre pro ductents 'printaires'
cratioti de documents otiginaux non-didactiques), producteurs

'sccondati (clioix ties documents, plus suggestions et exemples
d'exploitatin) et prducteurs (miscr en forme minitive
et application) ?
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A E G Pilliner

The evaluation of programmes

This discussion must begin with the recognition of a distinction between
programmes designed to bring about lather narrowly defined and specific
changes in people's behaviour, and programmes designed to serve more general
and more broadly based educational ends. To make this distinction at the out-
set is necessary because the process of evaluation has many facets. It is one
thing to evaluate a programme whose purpose is to educate children for a
democratic society. It is another to evaluate one aimed at providing university
students of chemistry with the limited expertise required to read the specialised
German literature in their subject.

Rut first let me state a definition of evaluation, or rather its purpose,
which covers all facets of the process and is relevant to all programmes, how-
ever extensive or restricted in scope. The purpose n/ evaluation is to provide
information which can be used in decision-making. The decisions may be of
various kinds : in general, whether the programme should be continued, modi-
fied, terminated, or replaced by some oilier programme. More specifically,
decisions will he based on the answers to questions such as : Is the programme
securing, or has it secured, acceptance and co-operation from the students and
institutions for whose benefit it was devised? Is there, or has there been, a clash
of personalities between the researcher and the people in the institutions where
the actual work is done, impeding the operation of an otherwise accepta:sle
programme? Is the impact of 'sick-effects', unforeseen and undesirable, out-
weighing, or has it outweighed, the benefits anticipated or achieved? Was the
outcome mmensurate with the work put in and the expense involved? lice
list could be extended indefinitely.

The switches between the continuous present and the past tenses in the
previoi, sentences relate to the distinction made by Michael Scriven between
two main aspects of evaluation: 'formatives, when conducted alongside the
development of the programme (and preferably serving as a component in its
development): and 'stimulative', when used subsequently to assess the effective-
ness of the concluded programme. A steering committee is engaged in
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'fonnative evaluation when its members respond to the investigator's account
of progress to date by expressing approval, disapproval, or a desire that the
programme be modified in the light of the events he reports. The committee is
exercising its Nominative' evaluation function when its members discuss the
investigator's completed report and assess the quality of the contributions his
work has made to the area concerned:

Clearly, the formative evaluation function of the steering committee is

the more important: by the time it switches to its summative function, the
committee can do little except approve or reject the programme. Herein, to my
mind. lies a major weakness of the system of control by steering committee as
frequeutly operated. Its efficiency in conducting formative evaluation is limited
to action on what is reported to it, usually by the investigator himself. This is
in no way to impugn the investigator's integrity, but rather to doubt his
omniscience. In the first place, he is likely to see what he expects to see a
human enough failing. Secot:clly, often lie cannot possibly know all that is
happening just when it is important that he should do so --- particularly if his
programme encompasses a number of institutions in different parts of the
country.

Dim both counts, independent reporting by some other person would aid
the romittre in its task. Ideally, this would be a person appointed by the
committee on the basis of known skill as an observer and evaluator in the area
concerned. Failing that, it should not prove impossible to arrange for reports
from those at the receiving end of the programme both the stalls who
operate it locally and the students who serve as guinea-pigs. Nfost investigators
would welcome this. Quite apart from the fact that the skills of a good
researcher do tint necessarily coincide with those of a good evaluator, the
research in itself is a full-time job.

There are three basic types of programme. The most common and longs
established type is the initrumcntal. Characteristically, it is a package of
material. complete in itself, designed to bring about rather specific. changes in
those subjected to it, mid, at least in intention, relatively stable as to outcome
in the face of variability in the circumstances of its use. The first step in setting
up the instrumental programme or package is usually a specification of
objectives wen as desirable and the intention in selecting the package's contents
is that those using it will achieve these pre specified objectives. The package
may be quite literally material, as m the case of programmed instruction, or it
may include the teacher whose role it then is to utilise the package to the best
advantage. An approximate example of an instrumental programme is that
mentioned previously : the package of material for chemistry students wishing
to have access to articles in the original German,

The instrumental programme gals been criticised by educationists who
see it as based on the Skinnerian behaviourism which reduces human beings to
the status of laboratory animals; as failing to take account of the reality of the
situation the sariability in intelligence, attitudes and motivation of the
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students unlucky enough to be exposed to it; and as unacceptable to the teacher
who sees it as depreciating his role as educator.

But in the context of programmes designed to help students anxious to
learn a foreign language for a special purpose, this criticism is inadmissible. It
violates the general principle that evaluation should be related to the purpose
of the programme. The Sheffield Japanese programme has a limited objective
entirely ;irrigable to highly motivated learners. Nobody claitus that it is

educational in the sense that a programme embrar;ng all aspects of the langnage
and culture of Japan %%mild lw educational, It is an instrumental programme
designed for people with an instrumental purpose in view and must be judged
solely on that context.

The second type of programme is that known ..s interactive. By contrast
with the instrumental type, objectives an' not spelled out initially. The
programme's emphasis is on process rather than product --- 'to travel is better
than to arrive'. As Becher puts it : 'Tlw learner is seen, not as a complex
stimulus-response machine, or a high-grade variant of the pigeon or the rat,
but essentially as a social miniml who derives his motivation and refines his
understanding by interacting with others. Knowledge is wen, not as something
which conies us ire - ordained packages, but as something socially defined, stem-
slung (tom the identification and collective probing of shared concerns'.

The third type of programme is the individualistic. Its main emphasis is
on the differences rather than die similarities anamg learners. Hach learner
sets Isis own goals and derides what lie needs to achieve them. The purpose of
the programme is to provide for these needs, while the teacher's role is that of
tutor or rtainsellor to individuals. A programme in this category 'places main
emphasis on personal autonomy, and reflects the belief that full understanding
only develops from an ;tens Ms./6111unit in exploring ideas' (Becher).

In a wider educational context, a more extended discussion of the
.111d third type% of programme would be rewarding. lit the present con-

text, with its emphasis oil special 'imposes and limited objectives, it is hard to
see how to make use of the courepts they embody. Though admirable, their
relevance is marginal.

Vt. conclude, therefore, that the instrumental programme must supply
the framework fot the present disrussion. Three conceptually different
components ran he identified : antrcdents, trantactiont and macorart, By
rinlrrrrh it is meant %%fiat the student kte:. to the programffir. More often
than not we are content with a summary description of atiiecedents such as
'second-sear '..onours students wishing to study German for chemists', or
'engineering students from overseas who nerd a special course in English'. But
we should 1Wilap ) %%ell to rememlwr that antecedents include the student's
cognitive skills, attitudes, cultural background, aspirations, potential; in short,
Ow %Omie gamut of personal characteristics which he brings with him, and
which the summary description glosses over.
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tiy tranfactions is meant those characteristics of the programme which

may do affect its moronic, in a narrow sense, the term includes the package
of material referred! to earlier, and the students' and teachers' manipulations
of these materials in accordance with the plan of the programme's originators.
In a wider sense, it enrraces learner experiences and strategies, teacher styles,
inoructional techniques, assessment procedures -- in short, the impact of the
programme on all tweet-tied with its working. Beyond that again, it enrolls-
passes the community attitudes and social cntitexts of the institution in which
the programme is located; in a word, the ethos of the environment.

By eutrodurs is meant the acquisition of kneledge, the development of
skills, the enhancement of achievement, the modification of attitudes; more
generally, the changes in students' behaviour which are concomitant with their
exposure to the programme. To the extent that these are intended outcomes,
they are taken to signal achievement of specified objectives. However, outcomes
also include side-effects which may be positive or negative. One student, reach-
ing the limited objective, may be inspired to go beyond it to a rewarding study
of the language for its own sake, Another, equally successful in reaching the
objective, may have developed study habits which hamper his attempts to go
,Ulther.

To the distinctions between antecedents, transactions and outcomes we
add a further distinction between description and judgment. Evaluation may
consist simply in describing the intents of the programme and observations of
what actually happened when it was used. But evaluation may go beyond this
and include judgment requiring the provision of standards for judging. The
diagram proposed by Robert Stake may help to clarify the interrelationships
among thew several concepts.

Pat or ate
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The box on the left of the diagram contains a statement of rationale,
the philosophical background and basic purposes of time programme. In the ease
of an interactive or individualistic programme, the statement of rationale would
dwell on considerations such as those indicated in the quotations from Becher.
The programmes which are our concern are mainly instrumental and the state-
ment of rationale is likely to be more specific. Probably it would intim'''. a
discussion of the instructional techniques proposed as appropriate to the special
purpose in hand for example. linear or branching proramming, or the use of a
latumiete laboratory in some special way. It might include also an outline of
the linguistic principles guiding the thinking of the programme's initiators.

For the evaluator, the statement of rationale provides a means of judging
whether the planning of the programme is a logical implementation of the
principles and techniques the statement proposes.

The other boxes are numbered (or easy reference. Cells ( 443) state the
intentions of the programme initiator in respect of antecedents, transactions
and initenines. Typiall., this column represents the proposals he makes at the
mist.' in requesting financial support and which the frntlin body transmits to

experts for evaluation. Cells (1)(1i) record the events which actually occurred
when the programme was put into operation. Together, these six cells (1)-(6)
constitute the derriiptioa matrix. At this stage we move fmm descriptive to
judgmental evaluation. Cells (7)-(9) include the standards on which the judg-
ments in cells .10).(12) are based, Together, these six cells (7)(12) make up the
jud::cnt noir i.v.

Readers of this paper are invited to use their own real data to fill these
cells in accottiance with the follow Mg wholly fictitious example.

I) Physics stall and students in Northshire University have agreed on the
need for students to he able to read original articks in It ussian technical
journals. It is decided to try out au appropriate programme with second-
% ear volan....r students presumably highly motivated). The programme
is to be de% ised by two members of the ple;sics stall and a coopted linguist,
all Ru.sian speakers.

2) An audio-visual 1).(:.ket' is devoed directed at teaching students to read
Russian material relevant to their plivsies stadies. The hnimist agrees with
Ow physics traria' that the proposed Stage I should prove successful, bvt
expresses re.rtvntions .thorn the ellicacy of Stage II. His objections are
over-ralden hy the physics teachers.

.31 It is estimated that students should master Stages I and II in 30 lecture-
hours.

) In the event p rent of the students who had previously expressed
inter, t (lid nit participate further.

(5) l'resentation of the material took longer than expected.
(ti) About !H) per cent of the students completed Stage I. but only 511 per cent

completed Stage
7) Scrutiny of previous records AY and 'A' level performance in physics,

German. etc.: grades on most recent university physics examinations)
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revealed no significant average difference in these respects between
;menders and non-attenders for the experimental Russian programme.

(0) Some short-comings in the presentation and content of the package became
apparent.

(9) On subsequent tests of ability to read Russian, devised to serve as a
surrogate for actual !am) sessions, stodents averaged 81 per cent on Stage

material, but only 39 per cent on Stage 11 material.
(10) lie coniparative performance statistics of attenders and non-attenders

led to a cautious judgment that the :menders were an unbiased sample
of the whole group; the judgment was cautious because unidentified
factors impelling some students but not others to press on might represent
important differences between the two groups.

(11) Students liked the audio-visual approach and judged that they could do
with more teaching of this kind.

(12) Physics teachers were pleased with the test results for Stage I, but now
agreed that die linguist's reservations about Stage 11 had been well-
founded.

The description in this example has followed the column-by-column arrange-
111111t of the two matrices. It would have been just as informative, in some
respects perhaps more so, to have read the items in row-by-row arrangement;
that is, (1), (4), (7), (10); (2), (5), (11), (11); and (3), ((1), (9), (12).

With regard to the description matrix, it should he noted that the
vertical links in the 'intents' column are logical: x, if 1 do y I should get

In the 'observations' column, the links are empirical : i started with x' and
did y' and the outcome was :s. Stake calls these vertical links contingencies.
Horitontally within the description matrix, the relationship is one of greater
or less concruency. Is what happened congruent with what was intended, x'
with x, y' with y, and z' with z?

In the judgment matrix, judgments ar^ based on standards deemed
appropriate. In our example, the entry in cell (7) is previous information about
the students. both ;menders and non-attenders, which enables some kind of
judgment to be made of the representativeness of the ;menders. The link
between cells tit) and Ill) is weak (suggestions for a butter one would be wel-
co&. That between cells 9 and /121 is stronger : (9) is information 2/.10111.
students' test performance and (12) is the judgment based on this performance.
Of courw. iii any real case, the entries in each cell would be much more ex-
tensive. Cell 9). for example, might contain additional important information
of a less objective kind than that carried by test results.

Standards merit some furthur discussion. Should judgments he based on
absolute or relative standards? Among evaluation experts this issue is still a
matter of controversy. Lee Ctonbach's view is that the near-impossibility of
dijettimt properly controlled experiments precludes comparisons among
different major programmes, particularly sauce the seemingly similar objectives
of these programmes may base different connotations for their originators. He
would like to ace fewer comparisons and more intensive studies of process using
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both measurement and description. Michael Striven maintains that comparisons
are possible and credible and that setting up one programme against another
is the best evaluation procedure. For Striven, judgment in absolute terms is
inadequate. flow does one know whether a 'better' absolute would not have
been achieved if the programme had been different?

This paper has attempted to show how some kind of structure can be
imposed on the process of evaluation. It has stressed the mainly instrumental
nature of programmes designed to achieve the limited objectives which concern
this Conference and the implications for evaluation. It has touched on, but
hitherto insufficiently identified, the several roles the evaluator can play. One
basic principle he must bear in mind, whatever role he adopts : he must he
prepared to accept the pre-suppositions of those who initiated the programme
he sets out to evaluate. Otherwise, he is rightly open to the charge that his
judgments will he based on irrelevant criteria. If he is not prepared to judge
the programme on its own terms, he should refuse the brief.

As to the roles themselves, I cannot do better than quote from Robert
Stake, one of the most significant figures in the area of evaluation :

'Educators can hope to clarify their responsibility [as evaluatorsj by
answering each of the following questions

(I) Is this evaluation to be primarily descriptive, primarily judgmental,
or both descriptive and judgmental?

(2) Is this evaluation to emphasise the antecedent conditions, the trans-
actions, or the outcomes alone, or a combination of these, or their
functional contingencies?

(3) Is this evaluation to indicate the congruence between what is
intended and what occurs?

(4) Is this evaluation to he undertaken within a single programme or as
a comparison bets. ten two or more curricular programmes?

(5) Is this evaluation intended snore to further the development of
curricula or to help chaise among available curricula?

With these questions answered, tIn restrictive effects of incomplete
guidelines and inappropriate countenances are snore easily avoided'.
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Examples of course and materials
development

7i J Coveney

French for engineers

The continued B.Sc, degree course in Engineering with French, which
began at the University of Bath in l9fifi, int; a limited linguistic aim, namely
to provide a course of language study which wilt enable the engineer to work
professionally in French. The course is not intended for potential technical
translators, nor are students expected to become familiar with all engineering
registers. A notable feature of the course is that some of the engineering
syllabus is taught through the medium of French, the purpose being to expose
the students to the French language within the context of the other discipline
and thereby to increase their motivation. A period of training in a French
industrial establishment forms an integral part of the course.

The minimum qualification for entry is an '0' level pass in French,
In the first and second years of the four-year degree course the student
concentrates on language studies in the School of Modern Languages with an
introduction to the use of the foreign language in an engineering environment
in the School of Engineering. In the third year formal teaching is given in
French of the engineering subjects 'Vibrations mkaniques' and Dynamique
des machines'. This teaching of part of the engineering syllabus in French is
continued in the fourth year with 'Mecanique appliqtthe', a general course in
applied mechanics relevant to all fields of engineering.

Soon after the inception of this combined degree course in Engineering
with French a grant was obtained from the Department of Education
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Examples of ( , se and materials development (contd)

and Science, on the recommendation of the Committee on Research and
Development in Modern Languages, for the collection of recorded material in
French industry with a view to its use in the Bath combined degree course and
for eventual preparation of a course for publication. This course, 1.4! /ran ni.r
pour ringenicur, is to be puldished (I lamp).

/rarteoii pour Pirt.eflnieto consists of thirty units, with tapes, a Lieu,
drt pnfrrteur and a litre IVindiont. The tape recort:ings which accompany
each unit art' approximately ten minutes in length and the course is entirely
in French so that it is acceptable in other countries. Over a period of three
years recordings were made of conversations on technical matters in a wide
variety of French industrial establishments. The recordings were transcribed
and analysed and a selection was made on which Le Iranrais pour ringenieur
is based. The aim has liven to provide as representative a coverage as possible
of the whole field of engineering. Some excellent material has had to he
excluded owing to the amount of disturbing background noise which the
recordings contained. Where the background noise is not too obtrustive it has
been retained in order to add a touch of realism.

francaii polo rinofnieu is designed for students of engineering and
ractisine engineers who wish to improve the standard of their spoken French
m order to In' able to communicate on technical Illattlis in French with French-
speakin engineers. It is envisaged that students nsing the course will have
studied French to 10' level and will have followed a bridging language course
of about a year before embarking on the material.

The material on tape consists of conversations and rAporf's recorded in
French industrial establishments in which the speakers discuss various engineer-
ing subjects in French, make calculations, and refer to plans and diagrams. It
is not the intent'on to teach the students engineering through the medium of
French but to arouse his interest and increase his motivation for learning the
foreign language by providing him w Oh conversations on elementary engineer-
in subjects with which he is already familiar through his technical studies.
While listening to the recorded conversations, the student completes the
acc.nnpato..ini! diagrams which at,. unlabelled in the byre de rfludiant but
laiwlied to the 1 drre du rielieto.

Au important feature of Ix ',apical, pour hoginieus is its realism,
achieved by the combination of engineering and colloquial French in recordings
of spontaneous conversations. Current engineering jargon, as well as '(ranglais'
and the basic technical terms used in is munber of sectors of engineering, are
included. There are fluent speakers and hesitant speakers, and the student is
able to listen to the language of people with varied speech patterns, from those
with a fluent and coherent delivery to those who hesitate and confuse genders
and verbs. The student's understanding of the language can be enriched by
listening to the syntactical and lexical mistakes made by the French themselves.
No attempt has been made to restrict the language used so that the student
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

may he confident that what he is listening to is the real thing. The realism of
the material is preserved by not presenting the tapescript to the student, but a
full transcription and suggestions for exploitation are made available in the
Lien, du prolemeur.

The th,e de retudiant contains a r6stime. of the contents of each
dialogue desivi introduce the subject ma. and vocabulary of each topic.
"cf..? purpose e. r&titnit is to enable the student to carry out linguistic pre-
paration beforehand without destroying the impact of the actual recorded
dialogue when it is subsequently presented, Some of the more difficult terms
are explained in French in footnotes to the resinnk In order to make the
course audio-visual, and to encourage active participation by the student,
diagrams are supplied with each dialogue: these provide a visual focus for the
student's attention while he is listening to the dialogues. Labelling the diagrams
enables the student to check that he has assimilated the material: the diagrams
can also he projected on to a screen for follow-up work in class, forming an aid
to classroom discussion of the topics. A series of simple questions on the text
Wows each dialogue, designed to reinforce the diagrams in a method of learn-
ing the vocabulary. Having heard the tapes enough tunes to ensure that they
understand the subject matter, the students can he required to write or record
their own summary of .pecilic points or of the whole dialogue.

The Liur du projesicur contains the complete transcription of she
dialogues. The aim is to present in print exactly what is said in as literal fa.
including hesitations, unfinished words, spoonerisms and anacolutlion. The
byre du prolestur also contains the diagrams (with key) and the answers to
the questions following each dialogue.

With material of this kind it is difficult to establish a linguistic pro-
gression. Nevertheless, in deciding upon the order of the units the primary
concern has been the linguistic level of the units, both with regard to the nature
of the language used and the clarity and speed of delivery of the speakers.
These factors had to be considered in conjunction with the content of the units:
however, there are some sequences of units where the order imposed itself.

It must be remembered that the teacher using this course will he a
linguist and not an engineer, and that relationships with his engineering
colleagues may be tenuous or even non-existent. Information is therefore given
in the Lipre du prsicur labelled diagrams, answers to questions) enabling
the teacher to check that a reasonable amount of communication has taken
place.

Finally, it must be borne in mind that the material in I.e franoth pour
l'ino:nieur is intended for languaee practice, not for the teaching of engineering.
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

German for chemists

There is in the Chemistry Department of tl',e University of Nottingham
a long history of teaching scientific German to undergraduates. In the period
1965.1971 various experimental schemes wen, run, ranging from weekly
lectures, through the use of programmed material in booklet form, to a set of
language laborator; lessons. This last method appeared to be particularll
effective, and in 1971 support was obtained from the Office for Scientific and
Technical Information for a twoyear project whose aim was to judge the
effectiveness of the language laboratory method and to develop a more efficient
languRge laboratory course, as well as a ersion suitable for self instruction. A
Research Officer was appointed in Septet tber 1971, to work a team drawn
front both the Chemistry Department aid the Language Centre.

:GM of the course
The aim of the course is to permit second year chemistry undermiduates

(or postgraduates), with no previous knowledge of German, to read papers from
Cermait chemical journals for comprehension and, where necesqtry, for
translation. A chemist ss ho has followed the course cliligen4 should be able
to scan a Gerwan chemistry article for infontiation,-and to tranr.late those sec-
tions of the paper which arc particularly relevant to his problems. These skills
are to be achieved within ten teaching hours, phis al-proximately twenty hours
of private consolidation work, a restriction made necessary by the chemists' full
timetable.

The form of the course
The perhaps onex*pected choke of language labora:ory tapes as a

nwclitr. of ;naruction was motivated by a number of considerations. Even in
a course designed to promote reading skills, an audio image of words
and sentences is a valuable aid to understanding. Tapes can incorporate a pro.
grammed questionandanswer technique, which serves to ensure the immediate

Sit
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feedback known to be of primary importance in language learning. Further-
more, in the language laboratory the student cut work in privacy, at his own
rate, calling a tutor for help -.hen necessary. Investigation of student opinion
showed that the language laboratory method was in most cases considered far
superior to the traditional lecture/seminar approach.

Thecoreof the course consists of ten taped lessons, each of approximately
30 minutes duration. Each lesson t..kes a small number of key grammatical
points (e.g. noun plurals, particular tenses, modal verbs, the adjectival phrase)
and offers step by step explanations, punctuated by up to seventy questions
designed to test the sttelent's grasp of new and previously learned material.
Each point is illustrated by means of sentences taken from a lorrets of recent
research publications. In the final version of the course, care was taken to avoid
excessive concentratinn on grammatical issues per se. primary consideration
being given to the extrisrtion of meaning via a combination of vocabulary look
up and grammatical analysis.

It was considered unreasonable to (Avert the students to acquire, in a
few weeks, a large enough 'range of vocabulary to allow them to cope with
research pipers. The emphasis in the coon-, is the ;ore on the efficient use of
word -lists and dictionaries, rather than on vocabulary learning. The vocabulary
for the .?xitinples dkeussed on tape is given, together with the example sentences,
in a 'strident text' booklet. further booldet contains tables of noun and adjec-
tive declensions, strong verbs, common prepositions with the main uses in
chemical texts, etc.

in addit:: to the individual sentences used to promote Iccurate transla-
tion and compreheteitm of details, the course contains a number of connected
passages of increasing length, which are used to teach the ability to scan
material for contprehension of key points. In scanning, as indeed in translation,
the student is at all times encouraged to inAf full use of his chemical Wow-
ledge, as well as his increasing knowledge of German.

As an essential back-up to the taped les,ik, the student is expected to
iunplete ten set% of written exercises desitmed to practise the points learned
in each lesson. Each set will take the average student about two hours.
Vocabulary lists are not given with consolidation exercises, the student being
expected to make intelligent use of a German to English chemical dictionary.
Model answers to consolidation exercises are available. In the selfinstructional
version of tlw course, svhich is still based on the use of the latiguage laboratory
tapes and Consolidation exercises, four additional sets of evision exercises, with
model answers, are incorporated.

Further novel 'Mures o/ the C01111r

Apart from the somewhat unusual use tsi the language laboratory several
other novel aspects of the course deserve mention.

it
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

in view of the extreme brevity and specialised nature of the course, it
was considered essential that the linguistic content be reduced to the hare
minimum needed to fulfil our stated aims. Since little information was available
concerning the linguistic characteristics of chemical writing in German, the
project team decided that a certain amount of time should lie devoted
to linguistic analysis of German chemical texts. A range of grammatical features
was investigated at the beginning of the project, the results being used in
deriding on the content of the first draft of the course. During the first run of
the course it became apparent that a major difficulty facing the students
was the sheer structural complexity of the sentences found in this register of
German. The nature of this complexity was therefore investigated.' It was
hoped that such a study might suggest ways in which the student could be
helped to overcome some of his basic difficulties.

Became of the inevitably small scale of these syntactic analyses, it was
felt that mechanical processing of a much larger corpus of German chemical
texts would constitute a very useful adjunct to the existing analyses. A coins
putersaided u d count and concordance was therefore prixfuced for a corpus
of some 9,1,000 words. consisting of systematically chosen samples front recent
chemical papers. As well as providing an invaluable fund of examples, the out
put from computer pnx essing allowed cheek on the quantitative innvrtance
of certain lexicogrammaticar items such as pronouns, prepositions and sub-
ordinating conjunctions.

The investigation into syntactic complexity led to he conclusion that
the nominal group was the most important area of compIN-,s, the number and
relationship of clause constituents, and of clauses within sentences, being
relatively straightforward. An attempt was therefore made to design a technique
which. while providing the student with useful insights into the relationships
both of the basic chime constituents and of the groups within these constituents,
would yet be simple enough to b' both teachable and usable. After some early
experimentation with a procedure in which clauses were analysed into pre-verb,
verb and post-verb segments, a snore flexible and sophisticated technique was
developed in which the sentence is divided inn) clauses, the complete verb in
each (limo identified and underlined, and a series of Idgely mechanical
bracketing operations perfooned in order to isolate prepositional phrases,
subjects and objects.' This I acketing technique, which can be extended to
throw light oa complex constructions such as the aesiectival phrase, was
considered useful by a majority of students.

The bracketing technique is a valuable aid, not only in translation. but

C. S. Butler: 'Syntactic analysis of German chemical tests : on constructing a short
course in German for eltemius'. To appear in IR.41., Vol 3. 197.t.
C. S. Butler: 'A technique for sentence structure anahsis as an aid to comprehension
and translatitm of German chemistry setts. Review of Applied Linguinict
19. 1973.
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also in comprehension at the sentence level, since it identifies groups Of words
which are grammatically connected and so constitute possible units of informa-
tion. The technique cannot, however, help in the task of recognising which
sentences or paragraphs in a paper are of particular relevance to the needs of
a researcher. In order to make such recognition easier, an information retrieval
technique was developed. The relevance of any particular article is assessed by
translation of the title and, if necessary, of the abstract. Non-linguistic data in
tables, figures and graphs, and within the text, are then scanned, and if IleCCS
sary the sub-headings translated, in order to locate relevant sections of the
paper. For each sentence in the relevant paragraphs, the meanings of all verbs
and nouns are looked up, and a provisional assessment of relevance is made.
The basic information in eat); relevant sentence is then extracted by means of
the bracketing technique.

Towing and evaluation
The two drafts of the language laboratory courses were tested at

Nottingham l'niversity and at a number of other institutions, information being
obtained in the form of personal interviews, questionnaires on the content and
presentation of individual lessons, an endof-course questionnaire, also error
analysis of the worked consolidation exercises and scripts produced in end-of-
course examinations. The information obtained suggested modifications to sue.
cessive drafts of the course. Plans have been made for a programme of post.
course evaluation which, through the use of questionnaires, will seek to obtain
information from past students about the usefulness of the course in their
chemistry careers.

The fact that this German course for chemists has so far priwd gratify.
ingly successful can be attributed to a combination of several key factors, among
which are the precise definition of objectives, expert analysis of the linguistic
properties of German chemical writing, careful attention to the problems of
selection, grading. presentation and consolidation of material, and close co.
operation between linguists and scientists. Time can be no doubt that the use
of the language laboratory has also made an important rontrilmnon to the
success of the course.
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7111 R E F Smith

Russian for social scientists

in 1968 Birmingham University Department of Russian Language and
Literature started work on a language laboratory course with the help of a
three-yehr grant front the Department of Education and Science (later extended
by a further year).

The intention was primarily to provide a self-instructional course to
give people already qualified in one of the social sciences a reading knowledge
of Russian which would enable them rapidly to come to grips with material in
their own subject. Such students are likely to be too few in any one institution
to justify teacher time being allocated to cater for their special needs. Conse-
vend)°, the course envisaged had to be highly programmed and self-instruc-
tional. By using language laboratory techniques we hope we have succeeded in
overcoming the problems connected with the design of such a self-instructional
course,

The target audience was envisaged as well-motivated, but not neces-
sarily interested or experienced in learning a foreign language. We, therefore,
had to provkle a course which had intrins;c interest for specialists and our first
task was to establish word-frequency lists for the fields of econnuricA,,politics
and sociology.

A corpus of three million running words was selected separately from
books, journals and newspapers of MO or later. The criterion used in selection
was that the item should be judged by someone researching in the field as worth
scanning. in the hope of finding relevant information. The material did not have
to k in fact of importance: Ittisian titles are not always highly informative
and much has to be examined to find what is of direct use. In order to randomise
our sample, one page in four was taken from the book and journal material;
the typinv of items started from the first, second, third and fourth pages in
sequence in order to reduce the predominance of opening paragraphs. Broken
sentences at the start and end of pages were ignored. Newspaper material was
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typed as a continuous passage. We thus derived a sample of about million
running words fairly evenly distributed over the three fields and from hooks,
journals and newspapers. The 380 items in the sample came from 457 authors.

With computer assistance frequency lists were drawn up and used by
the editor to assist in devising the texts of the Basic course of 50 le:,sons. The
word count bad shown there is a considerable vocabulary common to the three
fields of the social sciences which we had examined : on words of the 2,100
with frequencies higher than 40 were common to all three fields and, in addi-
tion, more than 500 were common to two fields (see diagrams). The terminology
specific to sociology is somewhat restricted, while that of economics ard politics
is a little more differentiated The Basic course is thus common to the three
fields; its vocabulary of just ay. '50 words gives an approximate text coverage
of 65%.

NV(' concentrated on a simple word count to establish the vocabulary for
our fields (a) in order, primarily, to maintain the motivation of the specialists
by using relevant items; (h) to demonstrate the way in which Russian structures
these fields (e.g. Soviet accountancy uses conceptions quite other than those of
our accountancy); (c) to find any differences both between the fields Gi econo-
mics, politics and sociology and between the language used in books, journals
and newspapers.

We compared our word count with other Russian word counts. Vakar'
expected 360 words to cover 75 7, of spoken Russian word occurrences. The
nearly 9(U) words of our Basic course gives about 65 /, coverage of social science
texts.

Three Readers for economics, politics and sociology consist of virtually
undoctored post-1960 materials with accompanying translation of and com-
mentary on possible terminological problems; structural and syntactical
difficulties are dealt with by meaw: of an appendix containing translation notes
which are referred io in the oxis. In this way we hope that we have bridged
the gap between the highly programmed Basic course and the undoctored
Readfrs which introduce the specialist to the authentic repetitious and clich6-
ridden material found in so much Soviet social science literature.

There was a major problem in moving from the carefully controlled
materials of the Basic course to authentic unmodified materials. This has been
tackled by the 'Translation notes' which deal with syntactical and other
difficulties.

It proved difficult to arrange for adequate testing of the course, but
results so far are encouraging in terms both of the level reached by students
after a term's work and also the reduction in teacher time required.

I.ists of the first thousand most frequent words for each of the three
fields and a common list will shortly be available in duplicated form.

' N. P. %%that.: .1 word count of spoken Russian: the Soviet usage. Ohio State Urrivcsity
Press. Columbus, Ohio, 1966.
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Examples of course and materiels development toontd)

ECONOMICS 1640

Economics only 140

Economics,
Sociology 150

SOCIOLOGY 1690

Sociology only 100

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Economics, Politics 140

POLITICS 1730

Politics only 150

Econ., Pol.
& Soc. 1210

Birmingham 2110

Politics, Sociology 230

Polyakova and Solganik 1900

Steinteldt 2500
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7iv J Jelinek

Japanese-the integrated dictionary search
method

The integrated dictionary search method was developed and tested
specifically for teaching a reading knowledge of Japanese though it has already
been applied to Russian, and other po,sible applications such as teaching a
writing knowledge are being considered. The method is based on the availability
of a device which combines the powers of a dictionary with those of a translat.
ing machine. In the case of the powers of a dictionary the comparison is hotno-
loons : exactly like a traditional dictionary, the device contains entries listed
in an alphabetical or similar order, relies on a manual human operator for the
retrieval of each relevant entry, and rewards such retrieval by pertinent sugges-
tions for a translation into English. As with a traditional dictionary, these
suggestions sometimes appear in the form of mutually exclusive alternatives
from which the user has to choose, relying on his proper appreciation of the
'context'.

Time comparison with a translating machine is a little more abstract in
that the wt of operations which in a conventional translating machine is stored
in the form of a continued programme and is performed automatically without
any appreciation of t le purpose of the exercise, has in this case to be performed
by a thinking and motivated !imam These operations must therefore he in-
comparably simpler than a computer programme and a number of feedbacks
must be built in to counteract human fallibility.

Yet this abstract comparison with a translating machine is also basically
homologous, because the hunntn operator shares with the translating computer
the most relevant aspect progressing consistently from left to right on the
.japanese text, the user of the device is clearly told at each step (a) what he
must do with the English output hitherto obtained, e.g. exactly how to alter
the word order, how to modify endings or transform tenses, etc., and (b) exactly
where in the device he should search for his next instruction. At the end of each
sentence the user obtains one, or possibly several, English renderings merely by
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weeks this we found on the first pilot course in 1970 and confirmed on every
subsequent occasion --- but also that through accumulation of improvements
in every aspect c' the technique and instructional handouts involved, this tune
can probably he shortened. The sixth supervised course, now in progress (July
1974), will show by exactly how much, because it is being conducted on the
principle of an individualised timetable, allowing each student to proceed at
his own speed.

At the time of writing. the 1974 supervised summer course is in its fifth
week: two of the seven students have already finished, one at the end of the
fourth week, the other at the beginning of the fifth. Their final test performance
compares favourably with the results of undergraduate finals, both in terms of
time and accuracy. (The same section of unseen text was used both in the finals
and in this test. The only difference between the best two of the undergraduates
and the two students of this course was that the Integrated Dictionary was
available to the latter.)

An additional point concerning this teaching method, which might he
of interest to those concerned with the more general educational problems of
language teaching, is the possibility it offers of doing away with most of the
restrictive or coercive practices : elements of military drill such as time stress,
lack of room for imagination, compulsory memorisation of items carried out in
advance of their application, embarrassing social situations, domination of
people by machinery, etc. It has to he seen to be believed how much human
energy is thus released, and how much tension and embarrassment saved. Far
from losing any motivation we find people working at full pitch in a friendly
co-operative atmosphere because they do not regard themselves as performing
for the lowlier or in front of classmates, but feel directly confronted with the
object of learning. Since almost every drill task has been actually extracted
from technical literature of the relevant specialisation (at the moment, separate
panels are avail:11)1e for chemistry, food industry, shipbuilding, electronics,
metallurgy and geography, and 211 other panels are in preparation), the highest
motivation is maintained throughout the course.

Finally, I should like to touch on the question of how an integrated
dictionary is made. If everything appeared too simple to be true when the
student's job was discussed, it was because all the pains and hardship are con-
centrated in this area where I believe they rightfully belong. Although an inte-
grated dictionary may superficially look ratlr- like just another dictionary, it
contains in fact a complete and systematic formulation of the grammar of the
language. 'Grammar' here is understood as a system of rules governing the
formation of correct sentences of the input language, but, unlike the standard
academie procedure of formal grammars, it defines the formation of correct
sentences riot in a deductive way proceeding from general concepts and ending
with a reference to a 'morphological component' which as a rule is left to the
reader's imagination, but directly in terms of optically identifiable. non-overlap-
ping segments of the language which are due actual entries in the dictionary.
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It Also includes a set of rules governing the rendering of these sentences in the
output language (in this case English). Briefly, but not sitnply, one can make
an integrated dictionary by merging a good lexical dictionary with a completely
monolithic and comprehensive formal grammar of the language. In theory a
variety of types of formal grammars are known and could he used for the pur-
pose, but in practice it is likely to 1w easier to make one's own because, regret-
tably, the overwhelming trend in formal grammars, almost the only one which
has so far led to concrete application to individual languages, has favoured not
a monolithic system of rules, but a combination of at least two 'components' :
the phrase-structure component and the transformational component. Typically,
other structural impurities such as features or deletions are also abundantly
attached to these grammars. 1 be conversion of a formal ,grammar into an
integrated dictionary is a simple mechanical process if the grammar can offer
an answer to the following two questions : what is the complete list of word
classes which can occur at any given point in the sentence? When we have this
list of word classes for each point in the sentence, what possible structural func-
tions can each of these ward classes carry, initiate, continue, conclude at that
given point ?

A Chonisky-type transformational generative grammar does not answer
either of these questions, because as a set of rules such a grammar is non-trans-
parent. The rules cannot be easily confronted to give distributional definitions
to word classes. This problem arises from the grafting of two mathematically
different components the fact which makes Chomsky grammars so difficult
to apply in language teaching in general. The phrase-structure component alone
is perfectly capable of ((mutilating a complete grammar of a language, although
Chomsky rejects such a possibility. Such a grammar can be consistently mono-
lithic, although a phrase-stnicture grammar without the usual pyramidal shape
and symmetry requires a vastly larger number of rules and accommodates
rather fewer nineteenth-century linguistic concepts. It does however tell us all
we need to know about the role of each tenuinal symbol.
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(CI LT)

A modern Chinese course

These notes have been prepared by C11.T, and are based on information provided by
Mr R. P. Sloss and his colleagues.

History
The project grew out of an unsuccessful attempt to produce a scheme

to establish an inter - universities Chinese language school; it
produce

clear that
no general specification of skill levels to be expected after an intensive one-year
course of instruction in basic modern spoken and written Chinese, nor detailed
syllabus or adequate teaching materials, existed; the initial aim of this project
was to remedy these deficiencies, The project was formally inaugurated at
Cambridge in October 1969 under the direction of lt. P. Sloss and the general
supervision of a Board of Management. Funds were provided by the Depart-
went of Education and Science, the Universities' China Committee and the
Nuffield Foundation. Research and development of materials were planned
over a four-ear span divided into four phases (see also Appendix I):

Year I Initiotion and rralnation of the then current situation in
the teaching of Chinese throughout the world, with interest eentreing
on such matters a, student numbers, class size. staffing ratios, duration
and inttisity of courses and student 1:otivation.
Year 2 hoduction.
Year 3 TJting.
Year 4 Consolidation and revision.

Aims
A distinction was made between (a) the language learning process by

which basic practical skills are acquired in comprehension and speech and (b)
that by which an intellectual grasp of an unfamiliar ideas system and culture
is acquired. The first implies an essentially aural /oral course in basic
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conversational Chinese; Ili) retptires a trae of language at a level commensurate
with adult professional interests. The emphasis throughout has been on enabling
students to meet the linguistic requirements posed by real situations, and to
avoid the ove -simplification which is a comou fault in many textbooks. The
intensive one-year course is intended to provide I.eginning students with a sound
knowledge of the basic grammar and lexis of the contemporary spoken and
written language, and to train them to meet the skill levels specified in
Appendix 2 !see below). In addition to the language classes, tuition is provided
on historical, geographical, social, economic and political background. There
are also sub-courses on the phonology of Modern Standard Chinese and on the
Chinese writing system.

Course description
(a) Structu, e

Beginning in October each year, the emrse comprises 1,1100 hours of
instruction, provided in four ten-week terms, and lasts until mid-Augnst of the
following year. Breaks between terms never exceed two weeks. The weekly
programme consists of five clays of instructiwi, with approximately live hours
of teaching each day (including formal lectures. conversational practice sessions,
laboratory drilling and twice-weekly individual tutorials). On average, students
need to spend at least fifteen hours per week in private study. Tuition is mainly
provided by project staff, but additional special courses are available to students
in the intensive language programme from other teachers of Chinese iii the
Vitiversity.

.10 Choi :;:e turf seivewri rri studen.',
The class is limited to seven ot eight students in any one yeas ; this

allow for optimum use of limited space and has proved to he an excellent
group sire for this style of language feat Mug. Admission is fiwited to those who
have a serious professional or academic reason for wishing to acquire a good
knowledge of modern Chinese and are of good academie standing; this
normally means graduate status or the equivalent ,e.g. taking employment
experience into account). Those wishing to study Chinese out of personal
interest and young students are not admitted. Since the comse is not directed
towards any existiug examination but i: intended as a general preparation for
academic or professional wor:i, it is not normally the practice to issue diplomas,
although successful students may he provided with formal statements m the
level of competence attained if they wish it. (Examples of types of students are
given in Appendix 3.)

c) Materials
Graded grammars, trader's and tapes have been produced, and a

Chinese-English dictionary of contemporary written usage has been in prepara-
tion by W. Kungsea since 1971 now funded by the Department of Education
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and Science); the dictionary may eventually be computerised. or P. Kratochvil,
who has worked closely with the project, has contributed a booklet on
pronunciation : cosine in Chinftr pronunciation. Given the needs of the
students and the size of the classes the market for the materials will necessarily
be small and specialised and large-scale production is not envisaged for use
outside the course. It is hoped to arrange. limited publication, but sets of
unpublished textbooks and tapes may be obtained from the Faculty of Oriental
Studies, 'niversity of Catnbridge.

'rite cot of the reading materials has been drawn from newspaper
and magaline articles from 11ainland publications; the extracts average 2,000
characters each and cover as wide a spectrum of topics as possible., the articles
being supported with vocabulary and background notes, romanised version and
suggested translation. Extracts have liven recorded by a variety of voices drawn
from sources in this country and in !king Kong. A parallel, but shorter and
more elementary, series has been prepared from extracts from the I long Kong
press. A set Of structure flashcards has been produced to enable students to
review their knowledge of the structures. All study aids such as tape recorders,
cassette recordings, textbooks etc. required by students are provided by the
project without additional charge.

.tterhod
The course adopts the now conventional approach of working towards
preset terminal objectives expressed as detailed specifications of per-
forum tice in each of the four main language skills.
The content is controlled on a frequency basis: the active and passive
lexical ranges to be covered are predetermined.

fiii) Elements in the course -oncerned with the spoken and written ports
of the language are deliberately separated, in the conviction that the
milieu of each is different. and that they require quite different treat-
ment (especially true of Chinese).

'iv) The traditional separation and sequential treatment of isolated
language features on an ineremental principle was abandoned, because
it inevitably produces 'textbook languago%

tv) 'nu. course progresses grulually from ai tificially simple situations to
complex realistic ones, p.tority being the nerd to produce uncompro-
misingly real language', irrespective of the complexity of its context.

f vi) During the consolidation phase au eletin of direct method teaching
was introduced to prod the students from passive learning into situa-
tions requiring their skills to be vehicles for invention, imagination and
improviNation. One hour a day is devoted to this and has proved to be
a major factor in building up self - confidence in the students. Both
teacher and student have enjoyed these sessions which depend pri-
marily on the teacher's inventiveness and demonstrate to the students
the realistic nature of the approach.
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Cons:allow
The project has completed the task for which it was originally set up :

to determine a reasonable skill specification for a one -year intensive come and
to develop and test the materials required to sustain such a course. In so doing
it has established that :

(a) A 1,000 hour course of four ten-week terms ist.(d a student-week of 25
hours is reasonable for a one-year course.

(b) Highly motivated adults are able to absorb a much greater amount than
is generally supposed, particularly when the content ef the materials is
carefully chosen and the students' wishes within the detailed programme
are consulted.

(c) Individual cassette recorders are essential for an aural/oral based course;
even the reading texts should be supported by tapes. The written language
should be emphasised from the beginning, with romanisation playing a
subordinate role.

More generally, it has been shown that such a course can be developed in a
relatively short time provided the ground work is carefully laid (see Appendix
1). The true measure of success is that the materials satisfy the expectations of
students of high calibre within a framework of intense endeavour.

Continurtion ol the project
N'ork is in progress on an advanced course, financed by the Nuffield

Foundation, to comprise :

(a) An advanced basic language programme, for a second 40-week year, of
the same type and intensity as the first-year course; it will aim at maintain-
ing and developing fluent control of the spoken language and reading skills
acquired during the preliminary course, while progressively broadening its
intellectual content.

(b) Optional second components, to give the student snore specialised linguistic
experience in the general field of hie professional interests, e.g. politics,
economics, current affairs; literature and die arts; history; science and
technology.

The necessary lexical research is financed by the Department of Educa-
tion and Science :

(c) To build up a lexical store (modern written usage) with English transla-
tions, whirl: will provide hack -up to the development programme (glos-
saries, annoti ted vo7abularies and freq....ncy counts may he produced as
needed); later a small Chinese-:..nglish dictionary sill probably be
produced.

6 ,1
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Appendix 1

Research and development plan

(i) An evaluation of the current 'state of the art';
(ii) a careful appraisal, using standard evaluation procedures, of all known

texts and teaching systems; where possible a categorisation of these by
various criteria;

iii) the establishment of a spec.ifieatin of minimum viable skill levels and of
vocabulary, grammar constraints;

(iv) the expression of (iii) in terms of a global time-budget, further broken
down by terms, weeks and days;

(v) the production and testini: of photo-type pilot materials designed to test
undet lying pritwiples ;

(vi) the blocking-in of the 14:w-budget by material designed to meet the skill
specifications which are within the pre-set constraints;

(vii) testing and revising and up-dating of the Maier; ils to the level of pre-
production-quality control phase;

(viii) extended testing leading to tA (ituit! production.

Appendix 2

Specifications of skill objectives
for the 1,000-hour course in Modern Standard Chinese

Comprehension
I. Able to comprehend fully social conversation related to everyday needs

(within ;I defined prescription of 3P/II) pfr,i've lexical items).
2. Able to (Inuprehend the greater part of a dist nurse, lecture where the

subject mailer is klioSsii and the topic pleviously specified (largely to be
within the prescription of 3,000 paiire lexical items, with an opportunity
provided for the preparation of any special vocabulary).

3. Able to gist ;it least the main topic and trend: of emphasis in a discourse/
ilecture (excepting one in which the tornr is highly specialised) where the

subject is pre% iouly unl.ii;n and %%Ilea, no opportunity has been provided
for the piepartion of vocabulary (Lrely within the panive prescription).
11,1e to highlight items in a nem s-hroatIcast, ()the, than items in which
unusual or uncommon personal pl.0 c names arise or in which topics of
an unusual cfr`wti-ctirucut nature are discussed ilaigely within the paisivr
prescription,.

4.
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

Speech

I. Able to express accurately basic human and social needs. Able to snake
requests and to respond to requests (within a defined prescription of 1000
(lair, lexical items).
Able to talk about personal background and interests, and to elicit similar
information from others (within the noire prescription of items).

3. Mile to talk about the course of study pursued and to express views about
it, while at the same time displaying a capacity to sustain conversation on
such matters (within the active prescription).

4. Able to talk about current local 'political/world news (with particular
reference to contemporary developments in China) in simple terms, and
to he able to withstand questions on such matters (within the noire pre.
sription!.
Able to deliver a 10ltinute talk in (1.410106A Chinese on a prepared topic,
using only brief notes. to withstand questions on it and to participate in a

(Hi die 'natters wising (within a lexical range to he deter-
ined by the candidate, but largely to he within the prescriptionh

Combining Adis
1. The ability to speak in the kind of situation which establishes its frame of

reference on both sides only as the conversation unfolds an interview
with an official.

2. The ability to deal with simple two-way interpreting (attire into Chinese,
passive' out of Chities4.

B ea din.:

I. %%111611 the kno.sn reading vocabulary range to be :able to read without
aids light nariatis I. descriptive dialocfne materials 'drawn from a pre-
determined period of time and largely homoveneous in style) at the late
of ' 1HHI Chahuerg per hour In be tested by comprehension (piestioos
without reference to the text).

9 WIWI (in lint exceed 5 of die whole, to be
able to react willt the assistance of cols% entional aids fa( sisal news 'comment
materials of intermediate depth at the rate of 1,01X1 characteis per hour
(to be tested by comprehension question :,ith reference to the text allowed).

3. To be able to make a full translation of previously unseen passage; of a
degree of difficulty orrespondintt to that of newspaper editorial serious
smy technical manual :or texib00%, qualit of translation being sought its
terms of auracy, sensitivity and resource. Clifettel.d use of conventional
aids and generous time allowed. This is the su -skill turiitrn tratuflotion).

I. I iight-rvading of a short, unseen passage, ho.sen front Is ell
within the b-%t known vocabulary, to test the inherent appreciation of
structure and the ability to phrase appropriately.

I;
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

Composition

1. To be able within the known writing range (to 'oe specified) to provide
short, factual written answers in Chinese to questions. To he able to fill in
simple forms.

2. To he able to write in acceptable simple Chinese short notes to meet
personal /social needs.

3. Given the ingredients of a simple narrative (in English) to be able to re-
state it in written Chinese. To be able within the known writing range to
render simple instructions and directions into acceptable Chinese.

Appendix 3

Composition of student groups

1972.73:

1. A law graduate (Australian) taking up the study of aspects of Chinese law.
2. A history graduate (American) who also has taken the MA programme in

contemporary Chinese studies at SOAS, intending to do PhD work in
contemporary Chinese history.

3. An administrative official (British) of the Hong Kong Government on a
year's study secondment.

4. A graduate in anthropology from LSE (British) wishing to do PhD work
in the China field in connection with the status of women.

S. A graduate in political science (Kuwait) preparing to do PhD work on
Chinese relations with the Gulf States.
A foreign correspondent of The New York Timer (American) who is also
a Harvard graduate, designated as his newspaper's correspondent for
China.

7. A graduate in EastAsian history (American) who intends to do PhD work
in contemporary Chinese history.

In addition, at different short periods the following two students joined the
course :

8. A senior official of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office assigned to the
Far Last (an existing language officer qualified in Cantonese).

9. 'Me BOAC traffic manager designated for Peking (a SOAS graduate in
history of sonic years' standing).

Gi



Examples of course and materials development

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
(contd)

1973.74 (provisional list) :

(a) Two Foreign and Commonwealth Office diplomats (both existing
graduates in modern languages).

(b) A Royal Air Force aircrew officer (a graduate in modern languages).
(c) A Swiss diplomat (a graduate in law).
(d) An Iranian diplomat (a graduate in political science).
(e) A Cambridge graduate in English.
(1) An American graduate in history coming from the SOAS MA programme

in contemporary China studies.

Note
11w basic course has also been tested on two annual intakes of undergraduates.
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

7vi . D P l Harper

English for foreign doctors and civil servants

The methodological principles adopted by the English Language Teach-
ing Institute (British Council) are best illustrated by case studies of courses
actually being taught. The following two examples of courses designed for quite
different kinds of students may be cited.

Case study 1

1. Students: medical practitioners on clinical attachments to London
teaching hospitals, usually working for an advanced
medical qualification.

2. Constraints: time;
the- multilingual background of the students and the vary-

it degree of attainment in English, leading to a wide
range of problems in all the skills;

teaching staff ;
language tuition has to be concurrent with professional

studies.

3. Course:

70

two hours weekly for 30 weeks a year;
size : up to 50 members;
no streaming.

The aim of the course is to present the doctors with a range
of languages likely to be used by patients in describing
symptoms of illnesses and by role-playing to give them the
opportunity of simulating doctor-patient interaction. A
subsidiary aim is the improvement of reading comprehen-
sion of medical literature.
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

4. Alethod: lecture/exposition;
some paired work.

5. Sources: medical texts from published sources;
case histories;
material from recordings of consultation sessions.

Case study 2

1. Students: senior French civil servants attending a dual purpose course
involving language tuition and a study of the British system
of public administration. The latter part of the course is
undertaken at the Civil Service.

2. Constraints: time;
tuition concurrent with professional course of studies;
the need to harmonise the short term aim of the language

tuition, namely to help the civil servants to understand
the subject areas of their professional tuition and to
gather information from the media on a variety of
subjects relevant to life in Britain, with the longer term
aim of general language improvement. Expressed in the
terms used by the Fonction Pub lique, the aim is to
immerse the civil servants in un bgin d'anglais.

3. Course: six hours daily for one week followed by three hours daily
for five weeks;

size : up to 25 members, divided into three attainment
groups as a result of initial testing.

For the aims of the course see under Constraints.

4. Methods: integrated classroom-language laboratory tuition using
materials drawn from published courses and ELTIls tape
library;

role simulation/confrontation;
seminars;
discussions.

5. .additional lectures and seminars recorded at the Civil Service College;
sources: recordings based on newspaper articles and political

weeklies, etc.
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

7 vii P M Hesketh

An RAF view of language learning

Note: The views expressed are those of the author and arc not to be c.olistrued as official
policy.

Besides recognising the desirability that in many personnel as possible
should speak the language of their host country when stationed overseas, the
Royal Air Force has identified a number of posts where linguistic proficiency is
essential to a servicemat:*s effective performance of his duties. These posts
include air attachk and support staffs, NATO exchange appointments, inter-
national projects personnel, liaison and NATO logistics personnel (both in UK
and on the Continent). The levels of language proficiency which the Services
recognise are :

1. Sereice limpid Standard. This level is measured by single-Service
examinations designed to test a candidate's practical, everyday knowledge

exclusively oral/aural contexts. Ile must be able to act as an interpreter
in simple situations, conveying meaning adequately but not necessarily with
perfect grammatical accuracy and choice of words. His knowledge of
military vocabulary is general (350-400 words) rather than specific. lie is
not expected to read or write the language. Experience slums that even for
those who have .cored average marks in a language aptitude test the period
needed to achieve RAF Colloquial Standard is sonic nine to ten weeks
intensive trainh.g for a language like German or Spanish and some 26
we Ls for Russian. In some respects the scope of the examination resembles
that of the (is:1i '0' level.

2. Gird SermVCr Comminion Litisnit Standard. This examination requires a
thorough knowledge of the structure of the foreign language, the ability
to comprehend readily, speak fluently and correctly, read technical
material with relative ease and write with reasonable accuracy. The
specialised single-Service vocabulary is extensive (1,500-2,(00 words). The
Civil Service Commission directs its oral examiners to assume a knowledge
'similar to that expected of a first -year university student'. Intensive

72
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

courses bring suitable students to this level in German in 40 'weeks; a
civilian student normally takes five to seven years to achieve a pass at GCE
'A' It let alone to reach first-year university level.

3. Civil Service Comniiiion Interpretership. A First Class Pass in the Inter-
pretership, like an lIonours Degree of a British university, gives exemption
from all but the oral section of the Final Diploma of the Institute of
Linguists. Most of the RAF annotations, however, specify the Second Class
Interpretership, which requires the candidate to be thoroughly 'at home'
in the foreign language, to have detailed knowledge of aerospace techno-
logical and military-political terminology and to undertake fairly demand-
ing liaison interpreting and translation tasks. These very high levels of
linguistic competence, ranging from pass-degree to near-native ability, do
not however presuppose a facility for simultaneous interpreting, which is a
highly specialised skill demanding specific training. The experience of
Service language schools in providing intensive courses to Interpreter level
enables selected RAF students to lie trained in German in 18 months.

Certain Royal Air Force job specifications have been annotated as
requiring one of these standards as essential for the effective performance of
the task. It is no use, for instance, if the RAF student at the French Te.it Pilot
School has to spend his first three or four months acquiring a role-related work-
ing fluency in the language instead of carrying out his flying duties; or perhaps
if an air attack'. in South America fails to help clinch an aircraft sales deal
because his Spanish is not good enough. Because of the many considerations,
including pre-employment language training, which are involved in selection
of Service personnel for overseas posts, a method of language learning must be
found which will both enable the individual to reach the standard and to
complete his studies in the minimum time.

Because oral communication 'language' is a two-way system and
a machine can only transmit limited information in one direction, some so-
called 'self-study' methods can be used merely as adjuncts to a course of study
«unrolled hy a teacher, infinitely flexible and adaptable to the student's specific
nerd: and ability. Full-time Service language courses can, in a matter of
months. bring students to a degree of proficiency which could take years in the
conventionid civilian situation. Wliere 'in-Service' courses cannot accommodate
RAF students, commercial 'anguage schools are used, chiefly on a one-to-one
tutor 'student basis: although this method may involve some penalties in terms
of role-related skills and knowledge, it has been found to give good results in
terms of general linguistic proficiency. Since Service students need to reach
stipulated standards in the minimum effective time, full-time study is the most
apprfpriate method of language learning.

7
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Examples of course and materials development (conk!)

7 viii

language teaching in the
European Community institutions

M N Hughes

Reproduced from the Tunes Educational Supplement by permission.

Within the Commission of the European Communities (widely known
as the EEC) facilities are provided by the Directorate: of Training and Social
Affairs for the further training of employees recruited from the nine member
states, The teaching of the six official languages (Danish, Dutch, English, French,
German, Italian) forms a substantial part of this programme, with a maximum
target of over 8,000 civil servants, including the Commission's outposts in
Luxembourg, Is era and the Information Offices in various capitals, all of whom
are expected to know one second language, and for special purposes even more.
Until 1 January 1973 (the date of the accession of Britain, Eire and Denmark
to the Communities, to join the 'Six') the four official languages were Dutch,
French, German and Italian, but with French the dominant language of
administration : indeed, no official of the Commission could expect to survive
for long without a fairly fluent command of French in its spoken and written
fonns, which persists to a certain extent even today.

The accession of Britain in 1973 posed two problems : for the first time
in five centuries Enttlish became an offirial lancuage on the continent of
Europe, and shared with French a status as a 'world language' which none of
the other tour languages enjoyed. Secondly, with the entry of Britain and Eire
imminent, the year 1972 created a 'panic situation' among the employees of the
Six who would soon be expected to have daily contact with the British (and
the Irish) at all levels of the Commission's activities. My secondment from the
British Council early September 1972 was to handle this situation by providing
intensive courses in English for officials of all grades. In 1971/72 there were
16 courses of English out of about 30 for all languages; in 1972/73 there were
BO courses, of which 56 were for English alone.

The increasing flow of new recruits in 1973 from Britain, Eire and
Denmark created further problems; among these there arose an urgent demand
for courses in French (in the case of Denmark, English is widely known, with
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Examples of course and materials development (contd)

French a 'minority' language), forcing us to reduce the number of courses for
English and to increase the number for French (and the extension of my
advisory duties to encompass courses for all six languages). In 1973174 there
were 74 courses : 29 for English. 19 for French and, on average, 7 for each of
the other four. involving 30 lam, 'age teachers, all recruited locally on a part-
time basis.

The aims of these courses are to enable officials to acquire the language
they nerd for the performance of their daily tasks in offices (where as many
as four different nationalities may be working), boardrooms, at Conferences, on
missions, and for social contact: and thus to promote the policy of integration
which is a pillar of the Communities' objective and indeed of its survival. The
types of language courses reflect these aims --- general (mostly intensive) with
emphasis on listening comprehension and speaking; conversation (as follow-up
to the general courses); report Writing (rffdartion); and specialist courses (for
the Commission's cadres of translators and interpreters). Some consideration
is also being given to MP/earning schemes (cowl libres) to meet the needs of
those who find it impossible to attend classes. Although these are held outside
normal working hours (that is early morning, during lunch breaks, and early
evening) it presents a severe challenge for busy officials who also have to be
away frequently on missions --- as it does indeed for those responsible for the
organisation of courses.

The methods of teaching are, where appropriate, audio-visual and
audio-oral. with extensive use of three language laboratories, tape recorders,
overhead projectors, slide projectors (with remote control), send a video tape
recorder. Photocopying facilities enable us to keep abreast of topics of
immediate interest, reduce a too rigid reliance on textbooks, and to orientate
content to Community-based materials. This is reinforced by the application
in the classroom of Commission situations (role-playing, simulation, and topic
discussion, including problem solution).

A recent development has been the principle of harmonisation
internally within the Commission itself in order to unify aims and approaches
for the teaching of all six languages, and externally to include the utnities'
three other institutions Council of Ministers, European Parliament, Court of
Justice the last two being located in Luxembourg) which also engage in
language teaching progratu This aspect of harmonisation is important in
order to facilitate transferability of officials between institutions.

The unit 'credit scheme sponsored by the Council of Europe is of
particular interest. If there is a railon d'itre for the Coon»ision's language
teaching programme. it can he last summed up by .1. I.. M. Trim : 'The divisive
effect of language differences seems certain to prove to be one of the major
obstacles to European integration over the next generation".

' Systems development in adult language learning. Council for Cultural Co-operation,
Council of Europe. Strasbourg, 1973.
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8 c V James

Estimating adult needs

The following discussion incorporates contributions made at the CHM Conference, July
1974, both verbally and as written interventions. These are acknowledged in footnotes,
where the contributor's name is prefixed by an asterisk.

Questions of language teaching for special purposes (whatever the label
used) centre around the task of defining precise aims, on which such matters as
course and materials design and management must depend. But aims themselves
are dictated by the necessity to satisfy certain real or imaginary needs. Definition
of needs therefore becomes all-important; unfortunately, it is also the most
difficult problem, to which no satisfactory solution has yet been offered. Nor is
it likely that any one solution will meet all possible cases.

One aspect of the problem is clearly reflected in the variety of terms.
Attempts are sometimes made to distinguish between needs and deumndr. with
the possibility of 'requirements" and even 'expectations' 3 also at hand. The
notional distinction between needs and demands seems to concern the definite
wishes expressed by employers or would-be learners on the one hand, and ideas
of what those employers and learners perhaps aught to want, on the other.

The question cannot be dismissed as a verbal quibble. It is, however,
extremely difficult to clarify. In the introduction to its report, the York
(Elliman%) research team on language needs in industry and commerce states
the caw :
'It could be questioned how far industry or any sector of industry was aware,
or indeed could be expected to be aware, of its needs in foreign languages.
The concept of need was itself too intangible to measure'. Further, 'it was quite
possible that demand (even if it could be measured) would still not accurately
reflect needs of which industry and other employers might not be aware'.
Terminology is uncertain', but all would sympathise with the York team's way
out of the dilemma ; 'We settled for the more limited pilot survey of ... use'.

' This term was in fact adopted for the York survey (discussed below).
Ahlquist : What need do Sweden experience for proficiency in English ? 'discussed below)

Jelinek distinguishes between 'existing demands', especially importss t for institutions
mounting cosines on commercial bases, and 'real needs', wl.ich are 'en susceptible to
everyday changes.
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In fact, most of the work done in recent attempts to identify student nerds has
concentrated on examination of existing patterns of ocenpational stir though
the desires of potential students and, especially, existing supply of language
courses have also been surveyed.

The imprecise terminology is a constant impediment. Indeed, it
sometimes appears that although researchers are interested in basically the same
phenomena, no two projects refer to than by the same inunenclaturr. Even
worse, certain terms may Well le applied to different phenomena within a single
report. I have attempted to overcome this problem by relating all the
pliell()ifivna lo site Categoric% used its James and Rouve, slums' of CHI ?lead and
prr tliSCIIIM11 below.

Perhaps the most significant concerted ellort, especially at an inter-
national level, has been the work of the group of experts sponsored by the
Comicil of Iiiirnpr, described in chapter 1 1-,. J. L. NI. Trim, and an important
theoretical contribution to the topic under consideration lien. was R. Richterich's
Oclinition nJ langilaty ?will, and ty.01. nJ adultil However, a necessary
corollary has been the various attempts during the past decade to test such
theory in practice and to perfect techniques, and these ate the r.libject of the
present paper.

The following pages an' devoted to an and crimmyntary of
certain recent projects comprried with definition of as ids language nerds from
the point of view of the kinds of clata they produce and a ossible way in w hick
these may he integrated to ((am a profile of the potential lainfnage user and his
needs. It is not a detailed analysis of each project isesetal of which would
nerd many mor pages to do them justice); nor does it necessarily deal with all
projects condlic.,.d in this held. It is hoped, however, that it will acquaint those
interested with important lines of investigation I (Tend). or current!y followed
and 'Hewitt a coherent picture of the present scene. The discussion begins with
a list of the projects mentioned, phis their own statements of aims.

.1.1..1? I .10..S.

I. P. AIII.QUIST, 1.iirerhogskolen,
Stockholm, 1968 (thesis)

II' hilt nerd de) SUTIls I r

lin proficiency in Ent:hat!
(mimeograph)

2. I. I..RSS()N, (:allege of Education,
Sweden,

The (;,(priari /art,,uu.or in parts 1,1
SuTdiele indult?), and ourerricri...
in Pella 1;#) i!ic.11-Plychological

Problerni, No. 101, 1)eceinber 1910)

Po (1.1.1'1 er the latest 1114'd expel 1111C11.1
1,' the respondent for understanding
listening'. speaking, leading and

writing English.

Fo establish the incidence of Cell:tali in
parts of industry and ruin:m*11v
So that plohles mar be obtained for the
r,,,IT 1.11avialtv ativilits of listrnint; 10,
rad a a.!, anti speaking German.

lit the soltime Sperm% derclupnient in adult langtia.ce Ivarning. Council for Cultural
(:o-operation. Council of Europe, 1973

7f;
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3. k. EMMANS, and others, language To carry out a pilot survey of the man-
Teaching Centre, University power requirements in foreign languages
of York, 1974 of British industry and commerce.

Pilot survey of national manpower
requirements in modern languages
in the United Kingdom
(published under title The use of
foreign languages in the private
sector of industry and commerce in
the United Kingdom. Language
Teaching Centre, University of
York, 1974)

4. W. J. C. STUART & E. V. LEE,
!amion Chamber of Commerce
and industry, 1972

Market surrey on non-specialist
use of languages in industry and
commerce (publication forthcoming)

S. C. V. JAMES & S. ROUVE.
University of Sussex/C!!1, 1972

Survey of curricula and performance
in rnorlern lanfmages. 1971-72
(published CILT, 1973)

fi. Arbc:i ;kreis der Sprachenzentren
(AKS), Federal Republic of

Germany imigoingr
/Iniersuchung Ermitt lung des
S prachlehr bedarb an flochschulen

7. Informationtentrum fiir Erma..
sprachenforschung on behalf of the
Erfahrtnusaustauschrinc, Virtschal t,
Federal Republic of Germany
(ongoing)
Untertuchung zoo, Stand des
betriehlichert .S.plachanterrichtir and
zur Ent:vicklung des Bedar/s an
Frandsprachen qualif kation

8. Deutscher N'olksliochschul-Verband,
Frailkfurt (ongoing)

Analysis of learner's requirements in
curriculum planning

To discover which types of staff need
knowledge of foreign language(s)
regularly in their work, and for what
aspects of their work they need the
language(s).

To describe the existing provision of
teaching and levels of achievement in
French, German, Italian, Russian and
Spanish within the State educational
system of the United Kingdom.
To gain has:c data on the need for
language courses in Higher Education
its tlw Federal Republic.

To gain a more exact picture of
language training in firms (course
organisation, teaching forms and
methods, language requirements).

To develop a modular system not only
for lamage learning) within the
Adult Education Association.

I am most grateful to Mary Bianchi, Coordinator of VHS Certificates in Modern
Languages, of the P.ida, ogische Arbeitsstelle, Deutscher VolkshochschulA'erband,
Frankfurt, for information on the work now being conducted in Germany.
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and the 'external situation' categories rather similar to the functinn.t and
cuntext.1 of some later surveys". The relevatire of his findings to the question of
'special )urposes' is important, for although the need to speak English is rated
very bjgb !it wila (h by no kg% tball who had studied English, and
by 73 / (f the sample representing the entire population of Sweden) the
situation in which the tired was felt was overwhelmingly a private one, i.e. in
no way connected with work. This points to the nerssity to distinguish between
private and professional 1: iquage needs. Another notable feature is that
although some alt of his respondents felt no need to wad English, the remain-
ing 71) found this mode 1111111' IIITIsiary than air') oilier. In general the rank
order of !nodes suggested by Aliltplist's results is

reading 'listening :speaking 'writing
especially in situations other than those of private life (including tourism itt
English - speaking countries). lint the order is by no means clear cut.

Such a result is in no %say surprising when the language concerned is
Fait11.11 . increasingly the finow Ponca of the %Vest and the whole poptila
lion is being sampled. The order is more clear cut in Lasson's investigation of
the need for (.1111.11 its certain parts of Swedish industry and commerce. Like

Larson separates the numles of listening and speaking and measures
their use as independently as possible, finding it more apt to do so in certain
types of ctuplo meta (*areas of occupation') than in others, Dividing areas of
occtipation into two types, and acknowledging the possibility that 'occupational
and space -time' needs demand thaerent skills', she finds the following rank
order :

zem4 : reading, listening 'sneaking, writing;
.ceivire :cork listening, speaking, reading, syriting.

lloscever, her °yew,' rank order pins rearlint; first : 'the skill of rea;ling is the
most (trillium in those parts of S%sedisli industry and rnuuucrrr .slue h .sere

Expressed to went. 01 day< per year. reacting occurs practically
twice often as the WIWI' skills, . he skill of %%Tiling, in the sense' of "iocie-
laotirolly etnoinvallt; a 2(1(1 in Cerlitall", IS lilt' least 111I1(111.1", The (101;111(1
for tilt. trotaittio! tsso skills is shoot equal. Considering Wiwi- variable (vile of
firm. geogtahical distribution, groups of indoIty) Lats,on lootai no rotoicoot
teoduot.v other than itt satiation tut the akoiott volume of tivtoand : the rank
order of modes remained michaiwd. !ler conclusion is therefore quite clear,
putting reading hst and ssriting lad, and admitting of minor variations accord

to area of occupation.

Arm 1 and techniquci
'I he NIalmii project ,I.arssoti had a dfmite goal in terms of 'pethwogical

consequences': it %sa desigru tI to hose a thrill rllrct out the planning of the

e.g. fames & Rotoe, Surrey el etorttula and perl,,rrnaner in notittn Ianotacet /971
72. (ALT 1(171: Su':.) tif ii I it Oil stud pe f "Pfni1114 e ut n1414,14 lanoa;t in adult

;)VV. FrAnkfuo, aod IFS. Marburg, 1974
Latstioli (trans. p. 20
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teaching of (;erman in schools". To some extent the York project had a similar
aim". In terli,iiques of investigation, too, thene has been a visible progression
which again links and York. Alt liptist sent a questionnaire to a random
sample of 404 individuals; Larsson enlisted assessors in 1,200 firms (a technique
echoed by Stuart and Lee, who approached some 2,000 menthe', firms of the
1.010011 011)4' CfullinereeP t: Emmaus first approached 40 linos in order
to identify language users and then sent his questionnaire. Both NIalmii and
York followed up their postal approaches by more direct interview.

In several important ways. however, the York project differs from its
Swedish predecessors. Its interest lay not simply in the rank order of skills in a
given lalatilae the need foe which was already established and acknowledged)
but first in discovering and quantifying which languages were in fact needed,
and only then in the relative importatwe of the different modes. Moreover, it
had secondary aim of trying to discover the subsequent careers of modern
language graduates from universities and polytechnics. Most importantly, it was
a 'pilot survey' which 'was seen as exploratory. . It was therefore accepted that
it was necessary to test the fea,iihility of certain tehniques'. This, however, 'did
not imply that the team was not interested in the results revealed...'1 I, While
111. testilts are likely to attract most attention, in several respects it is the testing
of the techniques that linty well have the most lasting value.

loPI rate: elit'l 'Of I'M 11/ tircu nu. )

From disc II lint of the Sssillidi projects, and eipecially Larsson's
survey, it seems that, though the value of a gettiral rank order of modes may

it is necessary to reline this as far ,Is possible, lastly with regard
to what Larsson .illed 'arras of ()emit:Ilion'. 1Vbether all languages would
show ths same results in tenets of rank order is tint obvious front either sinvey ;
despite the fact that both English and German are common means of cont.
immiration in Sweden, a fact that ,sho.ur! (roil) a .103 'IA purpose' point
of view, comparison of the two surve s suggests that they might not' To pro-
duce real evidence similar exercis would has e to be conducted for more
'exotic' languages, such as Japanese.) Attempts to achieve such relitioniits
11.1%I. Inc) In closer analt sis hdi of occupational areas and of s,a., of using
language.

makes no teal attempt to do this, though his categorisation by
age group anti education has its own validity. Larssn itnes further in attempt-
int; to identify the 'job category' of rack owl. of (;rimito: evrn firt broad
categories of desk and service work are procluctise. makes reference

" Ihut. p. I

Eininaiti. Iittri)titiettrai
They asItiv%vs1 a return 28.88
Liattiat,<, eltalact I

See the .irciaila of the AKS pii,ject ',mi.,. in this discussing %%lads stip/Hats such a view.
sitietaat '.l Iaw aistated it is to kiasalue actn% languages if tag rassed.
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to the CIODOT system of classification'". Ilowever, language use seems in fact
to be concentrated in a small number of occupations. (Stuart and Lee used ten
categories but found that some HO,' of language use was concentrates: in only
four.)

In his analysis of advertisements in the press". Enunans plotted the
frequency of advertisements requiring foreign languages against 'occupational
category', and here his findings confirm what has been said. Sonic 21 categories
are listed, but no less than 61 / of the advertisements referred to only the first
three. The top live (afte which no score exceeds 5 /) are :

shorthand typists (24 4)
secretaries (23.8 /,)
marketing executives (13.5 / )
finance executives (7.0Y,)
engineers (5.9 /) !total 74.2 /.)

Of the graduates in foreign languages traced by the York project" the over-
whelming majority of those using language in employment belong to two
categories only :

management and administration
teaching.

From replies by employees using foreign languages, just three occupational
areas account for some 79.1 /, of the language use :

sales (32.6 )

science, technology and engineering 132.6 /1
management and administration (13.9 /

It seems clear from all this that whereas such indications of the job categories
of language users do help toward a clearer definition of language needs, the
categories are so broad that their potential value is much reduced.

Uses of language ('activitief)
Nlore productive - if infinitely harder is closer definition of ways

in which foreign languages are used, i.e. job activities which involve the use of
foreign language skills. Ahl(luist's categories wile the broadest of all - he dealt
simply with the four basi 'skills'. Larsson considers a nutober of variable,
including 'occupation of those assessed', but her categories of rani, occurrence,
rank Anowledge and time aecurrenerr* do hot lead to clarilication in terms of

The Clainfication of occupations and directory of occupational titles, with over Inn
entries, SOMC of %bids were conflated for the purposes of the surrey.
Job vacancies referring to language skills rexelnding teaching, central and local govern
mem. armed f,,rees and domestic situations) for period I June 1971 to 31 May
1'472 in The Times, Pally relel;caplt, Financial Time!, Sunda) Timer.
494 graduates front 1960 (Sheffield Unisersit) stirsey), plus 305 front 'nem' universities
and pdytechnics, and a matching sample of 208 from Itaditional. universities. Returns:
1111%/66 'tifics/o.

' rank ocoirrent: rank number of the four skills; rank kn., :. : rank number of
knowledge of the four skills: may occurnce : rank Humber of tittles the Heed was
epressed. (Green. tran t.)
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skiik. Emmaus list, some 23 'activities' invoking the use of the foreign language.
but once again it seems that though the activities may he sub-divided almost
indefinitely. the actual combinations of skills remain comparatively few. In
fact. the York team uses a seven-point scale, collating listening and speaking
into 'conversation' and incorporating such intralingual activities as interpreting
and translating. Their categories are :

conversation interpreting F1. -1,1 .'intetpreting
reading: writing,/translation FL-LI 'translation i. L FL.

putting the oral activities first. 'their overall rank order. however, resembles
that of Larsson

readingiconversation (listening speaking) translation FL-1,1
treading El.:writing 1.1).

Stuart and Ler listed 2I language activities but ;ilso found that some 60% of
language use fell within only seven of them, and these they incorporated into
a six-poit male, bracketing listening and speakim% together since 'most of the
listening and speaking we do in a foreign language is in the course of conversa-
tion... and this involves a very close integration of ore two activities, making
them almost one' :". Nevertheless. they also list them seliarately, having in mind
listening to lectures etc.

A basic aim of Stuart and Lee's survey was to find out 'more about oral
communication than about written communication'; their catetroriei therefore
Ci 'wain 'a deliberate preponderance of activities connecten with oral com-
munication' and this shows quite clearly in their findings !in which numbers
in brackets refer to percentages of the total language use ide111111111 :

listening and speaking .49 ,' 'reading .19),- writing (17)
listeniniz (81 speaking (.19 'listening and writing :3).

pitilerl1 is a compound of three types, presented as 'profiles' in a manner
reminiscent of Larson's. The skills listed are described as typical for the areas
ref ocipation given in bracket :

chiefly oral some writing managers executives, sales, buying, trans-
poi t distributio):

2 reading some mid little writing 'technical advertising marketing
research production;;

(3) W1-11.1111.! %owe oral reading secretaries , accounts:.
I heir MIIAI`V. in the authors' own words, is biased towards those aspects of
1.1:101:1V 11W 111 %%hick we were particularly interested and ignores others in
ss hick we ss NI'Vvr111111'%%, it holds considerable interest methmlologica11%.

(.*.l'ifY
A notable cfillrieuce beRseeri the york and Lccl sluvr, .1,, of comm.,

their scale. "I be I.C.C1 had a single narrow aim. whereas the York survey is

Stuart
Stuart
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perhaps the widest and most ambitious yet attempted. Unmans, for example,
set out to discover which languages were needed and to ouantify demands,
whereas Stuart and Lee make no attempt to do so. The AIDS project also
a pilot aims, like the York project, to establish which languages are required.
In comparison of the two sets of findings, however, it shou'd he stressed that
whereas the York survey was a 'one -oft' attempt at drawing a picture of the
situation at one point in time, the AKS scheme aims to set up a continuous
monitoring systein of changing needs. The methodological implications, how-
ever, remain val:d; indeed, the two factors already discussed (areas 01 occupa-
tion and types of lanuege use) become immediately relevant. The order of
needs for various languages, stated without reference to variations according to
such factors as job category, is of limited interest to course designers.

Emtnans states the overall order of languages needed as :

French iGermatt / Spanish / I talian Russian?? .

kit a distinction is visible between (inns listed in The Times first 1,000 firms
and those given by the Invisible Exports Committee :

Times 1,0f)0: French/German 'Spanish.'Italian/Russian
EIC listed : French !S,,anish/German/ Italian /

Moreover, not all the four York techniques" produce the sante results; the
survey of employees listed Portuguese and Dutch on a level comparable with
Russian and it shoi:ld be noted that it was found that the languages for which
firms most frequently used interpreters or trans!: ors from outside agencies
were, :it order of magnitude German 'Spanish:French ISwedish:'. It is obvious
tl.at the first three languages in demand are French, German and Spanish, and
it is confirmed elsewhere in the report that all other languages mentioned are
in fact used very much less titan these three. What is not clear, however, is the
extent to which language use reflects not so much demand as supply. Nor are
regional differences shown: indeed, Unmans specifically records that 'one may
infer ... regional variations in the importance of various languages, correspond-
ing to regional patterns of trade and indu,

The AKS enquiry is not restrit ird to any set languages and has in fact
detected demands for no less than 2.1, frequently in combinations of two or
more. The ten most demanded were as follows (numbers in brackets show ratio
of demand, :

English ;10), French (5) RI,: can (3): Latin (2)/
Italian .21 'Spanish (2) Chinese (2) 'Japanese (1)/
Czech ( 1 ) Seri o-Croa t (1).

' The York project was primarily interested in these five languages, since these are the
!no.% commonly taught in the British educational 1)stent,

" Monitoring td newspaper ads errisements/sursey of ittluate careers/questionnaires to
rums questionnaires to ruiplosves

" Emmans. chapter 4
" Emil:ans. chapter 6
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Latutrf:.:,,e contexts
Having established the rink order, AKS introduces several useful refine-

ments. if Ahlquist and Larson began with given languages and set out to
discos.' r ,vho needed what kind of skills in them, while Emmans enquired who
in indt...ay and commerce needed to do what in which languages, AKS which
is not concerned with the specific needs of any one sector of the economy
(business, industry, etc.) and is therefore unhampered by concepts of speck'
purposes or areas of occupation ---- proce-ds further in the direction of defining
contexts in the sense suggested by James and Rouve. In particular, it ;solates
differences in demand according to individual languages, as illustrated below :

English : life and institutions /literature/education/sociology/electrical
engineer 41g/chemistry;

berth : linguistics",ilife and institutions/engineeripg/literature/ his-
tory;

Russian : iecha:ical engineering/life and institutions/literature/
linguistics".

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Languao / u nctions
Moving towards further definition in terms of functions AKS produces

a series of six groups, which also make allowance for the possible distinction
between demands related to private life and those related to professional uses.
Figures in brackets indicate ratio of occurrence :
(a) general conversation /reading newspapers and magazines/reading technical

publications (II);
(h) aural comprehension of political broadcasts On radio /1V (7);
(c) technical conversation /aural comprehension in technical contexts /aural

comprehension in general context (6);
(d) reading belles fetttei;writing personal letters (4);
(e) speaking in informal political discussions (3);
(f) writing technical papers/riting formal lettee.s,'filling in forms (2).
(Te fact that two of these categories are concerned exclusively with politics
may be inappropriate to other surveys.)

Lenguage profiles
As a final refinrinet, bearing in mind that the object of the AKS survey

is to ensure that the areas of greatest need are given priority in the development
of courses', it combines context and function, producing a formula on which the
course designer can begin to base his programme, e.g.

English /chemistry/ reading
Italian / music / aural comprehension.

" i.e. theoretical linguistics
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It is worth noting, too, that the data acquired by the AKS survey will be stored
in a data batik and maintained up to date".

There is perhaps a sense in which definition of job categories goes some
way to indicate lunrtion3. The York data may be interpreted rather in the way
the AKS sets them out. If we take the AKS pattern :

English/chemistry/reading
and a e given :

French/shorthand typist/ -

we may perhaps fill in the final column without conducting a survey". 'Phis is
certainly made easier by an indication of the conical in terms of type of indus-
try. In his survey of employers, Kimmins does in fact note the 'sector of employ-
went' in whiell language use ()ews. Once again it is noticeable that the major
part falls in a small number of categories - only three with more than 107, :
(1) coal, petroleum, chemical aad construction products (44.3/,)
(2) metal, mechanical, engineering, and electrical products (13.8)
(3) clothing, footwear, textiles and leather goods (13.3)

(Total 71.4"/,)
'lime data now available provide a kind of profile of the potential language
user :

Frencligootwe it industry/shorthand typist
hut, is not yet compa.te. In his survey of graduates, Emmans lists 'language
activities' in a wio, which suggests the skills involved in conducting them,
serving rather as stat-ments of Junctioni, and this extends the profile further :

conversation on the telephone
social conversation in connection with business
specialised technical conversation.

The profile may now be considered complete, as far as is possible by surveys
of the type considered,
e.g. French / footwear industry / shorthand typist / conversation nit the

telephone / ndeistanding and speaking.
It provides the language, context, iob category, and functions, definable in
terms of skills. What remains unstated is Ow level pesloimance.

petla Mance levels
From the types of technique and analysis so far discussed, it can be seen

that language use in industry and commerce, its pal ticular. is concentrated
within a comparatively small number of inntrxts (sectors of employment), a
small number of llreai (1 occupation (job categories) and a small number of
junctions (activities). But the missing category linguistic level is dealt with

" The York team also hope that their national "snap" of language requirements might
be kept up to date (chapter (,). They riOdly stress the fact that the value of such
surveys depends sery much on the ease and e ffir ie ric y with which this can be done.

s In effect this was the ntocedure adopted by ltichtericb, up. cit. p. 76

Rfi
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by only one of the surveys mentioned, and then only in a tentative manner.
This is not surprising, for the problem of definition of linguistic levels is of a
different order from most of the other problems. It is a linguistic problem.

The York team does tackle it, For the survey of advertisements, which
depend very much on a lay opinion from a large number of unrelated
individuals, and which the team therefore elected to treat with some caution,
an approximation of the traditional three grades (elementary/intermediate/
advanced) was adopted. Demands were classified as : basic knowledge !working
knowledge / advanced. It was found that the greatest demand was for working
itholedge.

For the survey of graduates and questionnaires to employees, a rather
more sophisticated lyFtern was adopted in which four levels were to be estimated
for five 'skills'. The levels 'were defined by reference to specific examples of
language tasks of varying degrees of difficulty. , . described in non-technical
language which we could expect both graduates and non-graduate employees
to interpret uniformly.' 2". In the event, expectations were not entirely satisfied.
For the five 'Nkiils' listed (i) conversation; (ii) interpreting; (iii) wading; (iv)
writing; (v) written translation the graduates responded in a manner
which reflected the 'hind of university or CNAA course they had followed; for
shills (i), (iv) and (v) the weight fell in level 3; for skills (ii) and (iii) it fell in
level 4. Such estimates, even though purely subjective, are perhaps not inappro-
priate to the products of long and arduous training. More surprising were the
estimates of the non-graduate employees. For whereas 'only 12 / of the sample
stated that they had a language other ..:tan English as a mother tongue, more
than 12 ./ claimed a level 4 ability in all but "writing in the foreign
language": Clearly such a means of judging levels is not reliable, and Emmans
noted 'the lack of any generally recognised series of definitions of ievels of
language skill' 1°.

James and Rouve though their task was to describe existing syllabuses,
not to investigate language needs - were also faced with the problem of dis-
cussing levels. They chose, however, to consider levels of performance essentially
as products of the contexts and functions in which the language use takes place,
since 'we do not porform language per se, we employ language when performing
particular tasks' ". Therefore the following profile :

Russian / mechanical engineering / simultaneous interp-ting at UN /
listening and speaking

hardly calls for an estimate of linguistic performance, and even in less extreme
examples the same may hold true, e.g. for the profile :

French / footwear industry / shorthand typist / conversation on tele-
phone understanding and speaking

Ernmans, chapter 3
1" Ibid. chapter 3
" Ibid. Appendix A
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it is implied that the relevant question is : Can slit use the mlephone in French?
not At what level does she perform in French? So the 'oest indication of her
linguistic 'level' is an inventory - not of lexis or structures - but of secretarial
tasks she can perfonn in French. Such an attitude is clearly influenced
by principles of criterion-referencing ((:an she pert nin the task?) as opposed
to norm-referencing (Can she do it as well as the other girl ?). .1 be secretary may
perhaps handle the telephone readily or reluctantly, confidently or hesitantly,
but in effect there are only two relevant levels adequate and inadequate.
Either she can Inr left in charge of the shop or she cannot. Insistence on levels
of proficiency in such circumstances may he simply a side-effect of a desire for
'bilingualism' or 'near-native' proficiency goals as unnecessary as they are,
for most students, unattainable.

There is certainly no widely agreed animde to the problem of the degree
of accuracy it is reasonable to expect of students learning a foreign language
as a tool or instrument of another trade. Some experts relate the standard
acceptale to the learner's use of his native tongue : 'Snalent performance in
the foreign language should be measuol against perform:me.. in the native
language and tint against an absolute standard. This may produce a conflict
with socially aeceptable standards of foreign anguage performance' .12. Others
May aim at 'conveying meaning adeqnately, but not necessarily with perfect
grammatical accuracy and choice of words' ". A course which is designed 'to
present... doctors with a range of language likely to he used by patients' 31 may
not tackle the sociolinguistic implications of the doctors' own use of language :

low much confidence will patients have in an NHS consultant who ran only
use the infinitive form of the verb but nevertheless make himself "Inabrstood"
to his patients:" '' The problem is extraordinarily intricate Intl fundamental to
all language teaching.

Emphasis on adrt wary of communication measured in terms of task
efficiency is plactl also by the Colchester English Snaly Centre and the English
Latignage Teaching Development I 'nit : 'The most rewarding initial approach
to tackling a new probicm in the teaching of English for special purposes has
been found to be not on the basis of linguistic phenomena (lexical and struc-
tural frNitency lists etc.) but through fortis of "wink study" aimed at defining
the acts of commnicatictn. effective performance of which would constitute
suitable learning goals for the course of instruction'. TIPe approach outlined
in this sum meat was arrived at through an Investigation of English language
needs involving analysis of job (testi itions, winking documents, questionnaires
and interviews 'in order to research in depth the usually mueliable statements
of aims available from group sponsors anal students"". 'Flue data collected in
this plok..ct is not available for public scrutiny (it formed the basis of the course

" .f. C. Sager
" P. M. 1lesketh (tee chapter 7 vii)
" 1). Ilarprr (tee chapter 7 vi)
" K. MacKay
" J. Webb
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English for hilliness"); however, the LCC1 questionnaire discussed above was a
slightly modified version of that used in this project --- a fact that Stuart and
Lee anc quick to acknowledge.

.1mm. and Rouve do not, of course, neglect the question of desctibing
language skills. Isolating snanilotational skills as sub-divisions of the familiar
four 'taxies, they also postulate further refinement into microskills", though
this is not developed in their report. The possible contribution of such an
analysis to closer definition of linguistic performance has yet to be explored.

Further refinements of Jaines and Rouve's categories of contexts and
/unctions (which we have related above to 'sectors of employment' [Enunans)
and 'interests' [AKSI on the one hand, and 'areas of occupation' [Larsson] and
'activities' [Emmans, Stuart and Lee] on the other) have been elaborated by
galtrowvit in her analysis of Volkshochschtd certificate syllabuses. Since these
all fall within the zero grade' she isolates embryonic rontexti (e.g. topics or
themes) as Inic ro-co n text I and entinyonic /unctions (e.g. dictation as a testing
teci.nique) as rnicolarzetiont. Both categories contribute to closer definition of
linguistic performance in the sense of describing what the language user c'ut
actually do and are therefore relevant also to the question of levels. A somewhat
different approach has been suggested by I lughes, who sees bot:i theoretical and
pedagogical importance in distinguishing between functions in which the
linguistic act involves the initiation of language (conversing, writing an essay,
etc.) and int, /-rnediation of language (interpreting, translating, abstracting,
etc.)".

Language ,apply

At the beginning of the discussion of surveys it was pointed out that in
most cases what began as an attempt to define or discover needs became, in fact,
an examination of raj/nation. Two surveys. however, set out to investigate the
other end of the process. the question of supply. This was the objective of
James and komv: i is also the aim of the ll'S" survey of provi..ion mach. by
Mots in the Federal Repohlie of Germany for teaching languages. 1Vorking
through questionnaires to heads of personnel training departments and to heads
of lawage departments (major (;ermitt limns tend to mount their own
language programmes), the IFS tram should also bring valuable experience to
help illuminate the many obscure corners that still remain.

" (1.forti University Press. 1472-73
e.g. ntaconk ill monde itational skill microtkill

auricular perception of individual sounds
comprehension of sounds in combination

of intonation nir:s etc.
" i.e. do not involve specialist knowledge in a non.language field (context) Or application

of language skill: to sprcific taIts (functions). See James and house, op. cit. chapter 1
" 'M. N. Hughes
" Infonnationszentrunt fur Freindsprachetiforschung, Marburg
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Curriculum planning
All the projects mentioned above were concerned exclusively with the

teachin /study of foreign languages. In other studies, however, languages may
he only one element in a consideration of the curriculum as a whole. An
example is the VHS Certificate Project now being conducted in the Federal
Republic of Germany's which is concerned with the evolution of a model for
curriculum development and which sees analysis of student requirements as
being part of resource analysis, and as recurrent. A simplified version of the
model illustrates the planning phases, of which two -- evaluation and analysis
of resources -- become fused after the first cycle (5.7 years in the current
project).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

(ohjyt'll% CS

analysis of
resources

implementation

evaltiatbli

Vithout regular reassessment of resources and requirements, as well as evalua-
tion of the syllabus, the system would stagnate and become irrelevant to
changing needs",

" See M. Tietges, C. ilirschinann and M. Bianchi : .4,11:tze :u einen Baukartentyrtem
irerkitVlbcricia iiber die bate icklung des ivrtifiAaisprogranints der Volkhochichulen.
V( Iteruww. Braunachrecig, 1974

" M. BiAnchi
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LAppendix 1: Current research

This pis- of research in progress, with special reference to English, French
and German, is extracted from information gathered by C1LT for the
second edition of Language and language teaching :, current research in
Britain (to be published by Longman, 1975). The book will provide
fuller descriptions of these and other projects than it is possible to set
out here; entries can be traced in it by their serial numbers. (Nos. 530-
14115 have already appeared in the first, 1971.72, edition.)

This list will be incorporated, together with details of any other
relevant projects that are reported to C1LT, in the Survey of research
and materials development in vocational uses of English, French and
German 074, being carried out by C11:1' for the Council of Europe.
The survey is designed to cover work in eleven European countries, and
a report will be presented to the Council of Europe.

5.1,) A. Lyne, Language Centre, University of Sheffield. An examination
of French commercial correspondence with a view to establishing the
lirrr;ui,tie features that characterise this register or style of French.

174 W. Utley, 12 Bents Green Avenue, Sheffield SI 1 7RR (research at
Sheffield Polytechnic and University of Sheffield). Lexicology and
mcidinguistics. An enquiry into the practical aspects of the isolation
and identification of specific registers in spoken English. The first study
k of the pmfessional English of salesmen.
C. 11. Garworxl, Deparma nt ant! Liberal Studies, University
of Wales Institnte of Science ..iolot,ry, Spoken English in work
situations. Analysis of langw daration of materials (or applica-
tim, in relevant fields Of stud,

jtRrl J. Adams, 23 Mount Ave!) le, Huddersfield, Yorkshire (research
at Huddersfield Polytechtur,. 1 diving up of registers of language used
in the marketing of textiles in France.

8R3 M. G. Thomas, Languages Division, Thurrock T.Tlinical College.
Preparation of sales training courses in French, German and Spanish.

944 M. C. Thomas, Languages Division, "Iburrock Technical College.
Preparation of a conversion course in German for industry.

948 S. Hind, 34 Crenloons Walk, Ft-n.1114, Liverpool /research at Liverpool
Polytechnic and University of Nottingham). lexi,:ometrical analysis
of German vocabulary in the field of heavy electrical engineering.

115)7 Dr P. Wright, Department of Modern Languages, University of Salford.
Survey of industrial language (English).
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1117 T. C. Jupp, Industrial Unit, Pathway Further Education Centre,

Recreation Road, Southall, Middlesex. Industrial English language
training. Research, development and evaluation of in-company courses
for teaching English to Asian immigrants at work.

1110 Professor E. V. Hawkins, Language Teaching Centre, University of
York, and K. A. Emmaus, Teachers' Language Centre, University of
York. Pilot survey of nations, manpower requirements in modern
longuagei. Completed April 1974.

1189 A. II. Robinson, Newcastle upon Tyne Polytechnic (research at
University of London). Development of a technical vocabulary in
French: the vocabulary of astronautics.

1378 A. R. Pester, The Polytechnic, Wolverhampton. Word grouprin French
commercial documentation.

14115 Dr R. R. K. Hartmann and C. S. Butler, Language Centre, University,
of Nottingham. Begiqvr.1 and iermitiologies. Completed spring 1974.

1502 A. W Ackerley, 21 Pershore koad, Evesham, Worcestershire (research
in Department of Education, University of Kreie). Foreign language
Courses for businessmen. Sur:ry; enquiry into m-tional needs and how
they are met; investigation into requirements in two sample areas.

15(E) C. N. Candlin, Linguistics Section, Department of English, rniversity
of Lancaster. Study skills in English: materials production and c 'urge
design. Producing functionallyoriented language teaching materials
English for science, technology, business studies.

15111 Professor J. M. Sinclair, Department of T.inglish Language and Uteri'.
tune, University of Birmingham. The structure of verbal interAbtion in
selected situations.

4,,

15311 .1. Morrison, c/o Fowler, 9 Birch/ie. ilardens, (;ateshead, Co. Duthain
NE9 711 (reward' in Laniruage Centre, University of Newcastle upon
TY90. iPte'livthon into the aural comprehension Problem' encountered
by overseas jost.year posteraduaty students in the faculties u/ science,
applied science and (sericulture.

1539 R. V. Ivbite, Department of Education, University of Manchester. The
concept 01 diatypic va.irty and English language 'caching.

1626 Dr P. Wright, Department of Modern I.anguages, 1'niversity of Salford.
Preparation of material': English for overseas students. especially o/
corn ale tee, leiellee and technology.

1785 J. L. M. Trim, Department c.f Linguistics, University of Cambridge
(and associates in the various European universities). Eu, spean unit!
credit s3 stem in modern lank,urrqes for adult). To develop a structure of
language learning for ,Malt Icarnets. ... A specification of a 'threshold
level' of initial language proficiency, and a system of interlocking
specialisins at different levels am.ind a common core, are being prepared.
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1799 Professor J. C. Sager, Department of European Studies, University of
Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. Approaches to ad-
vanced language learning. The teaching of special languages (journalism,
politics, economics) at university level; development of teaching
material ; improving reading and listening comprehension in the
foreign language; development of methods appropriate for the teaching
of lexicography and terminology ....

1800 Mrs B. Rowe, Hatfield Polytechnic. Preparation of German teaching
materials for English students. The project is specifically concerned with
providing teaching material for industrial engineering students who have
to work in Germany as part of their degree course. The language to he
taught is that required for working on the shop floor in Germany.

1801 E. V. De la Croix, M. Gallais and Dr F. S. Huss, Department of
Humanities, Hatfield Polytechnic. French for industrial engineers. To
produce teaching materials which will enable industrial engineering
students to reach a sufficient level of language competence to cope with
their industrial training period in France.

18111 Dr L. Alesso Waywell, Department of International Studies, Leeds
Polytechnic. An investigation into and development of audio-visual
teaching material applied to the study of economic and political institu-
tions. Preparation of a series of five films covering specialised arras of
language teaching : aspects of the theory and practice of commerce. The
film is made in English and various sound-tracks are added (French,
German, Italian, Spanish).

1834 J. E. Hobbs, North Staffordshire Polytechnic. Statistical analysis 01
German language used in connection with Algol.

1847 G. Pollhamtner, Cambridgeshire College of Arts and Technology. A
comparative study of English and German with special reference to the
language of economics.

1848 W. J. C. Stuart, London Chamber of Commerce and Inchon). Com-
mercial Education Scheme, Marlowe Ilouse, 109 Station Road, Skimp,
Kent DA15 78f. Market survey on Mi. use of languages in industry and
commerce. To be completed 1974.

1850 C. N. Cand!in, Linguistics Section, Department of English, University
of Lancaster. English language skills for of rival doctors and medical
soli. The aim is to produce a pilot package of function-bawd English
language learning materials ....
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Appendix 2: Select bibliography

Ilibliographies

Barth, Erhard Fachsprache: eine Ribilographie. Ohns, Hildesheim, 1971.
(Germanistische I.inguictik. Berichte aus dent Forseltungsinstitt fitr
Deutsche Sprache, Nlarhurg.)

British Council, English Teaching Information Centre : Endish lot special
purposes. ETIC, 1973. (information (Cuitle 2.)

British Council, English Teaching Information Centre : Specialised biblio-
graphies. Al : Frequency sp,dies: vocabulary and structure. A 17 : English
of journalism. 1116 : Commercial English. 1317 Scientific and technir
English. 1124: Afedical English. (Mimeographed

Center for Applied Linguistics : provisional survey of materials for the study
n/ neglected Ianguoges, by Birgit A. Blass, Dora E. Johnson and William
W. rage. CAL IVashington, 1969,

t:ntre for Information on Language Teaching and Research : Teaching
materials hitt for French. Getman, Italian, Russian, Spanish. Current edns,
our, varintii

Council of Europe. Council for Cultural Co-operation, Committee for Out-of-
School Education and Cultural Development :.Modern language teaching
to adults: course-books and equipment specifically designed for use in adult
education activities. Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1969. (0-Xl/EES
(70) 7.)

CREDIF (Cntre de Recherche et d'Etude pour la Diffusion du Francais) :
EMmenit de biblio raphie international,. pour !'analyse et l'enseignt meat
des lan ues specialit,'. Didier, Paris, 1'171,

Informationszentrmn fiir Fremdsprarhenforshting Spe:ialbibliographie
Fremdsprachenunterricht in der Erautchsenen- and Weiterbildung. !luckier,
Miinchen, 1974.

Unesco :Bibliography o/ into, national scientific and technical dictionaries. 5th
r Unews), Paris, 1969.

Books, rewarch tooth, etc.

Alford, NI. II. T, Computer militant-, in Pernin.c to s, ad 1,.reirot Moorage,.
The Author, Cambridge, 1971,

Association Internationale pour la Recherche et la Diffusion des NPthodes
AttdioNisttelles et Structitro.Globales : Modein language teaching to
adults: ianguage for ipecial purposes; 2nd Al MAV Seminar with the
collaboration of AM.\ (Stockholm, 27111.30th April, 1972). AI MAN'',
Brussels; Didier, Paris, 1973.
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Butler, C. S. : review of some recent work on the description of technical

registers in German'. In !lartmann, R. li, K., editor : aerman linguittict;
papers from the BAAL Sem:nar, Nottingham, 1972. Tiibinger Beitrige zur

1973. pp. 1116-227.
Centre for Information on Lai:gamete Teaching : Language( lor tpecial PUIPMCI;

abridged pt eeedis of a conference held at Stale House, London IVC1,
nn h-tith December, 196H. CILT for Committee on Research and
Developin)! in Nlodertt I,amotales, 1969. (C11.T Reports and Papers 1.)
Note : ieludes a bibliography; Addenda to this bibliography compiled
July 19. I.

Centre (or Information on Language Teaching and Research : intensive
Bastian lantotatie courses in the Visited Einvlam and abroad. CII.1%
annual. (Information ( :nide Ii.) (Mimeographed.)

(:enter for Information on Language Teaching and Research : Language and
language trachin::: rurrent research in Britain 1971.72: edited by !Mee.
N. lamt. Longman, 197 :3.

('-votre for hiforniatioc; on Language Teaching Reseamis : Part-time and
intenrier Ian Imo ge study: notes ots lacaities available. CILT, 1973.
lofoctnatioo f\lirurngrnphed.)

Centre for lamination out Language Teaching and Rmearrh : Science and
techrorfiroy in a second lanoas;e: papers from a seminar held at the
l'oiversitv of Birmingham from 27111-29th March, 1971. CILT for British
Association for Appliril Linui tics. 1971. 1C1L'1' Reports and Papers 7.)

Council of Europe'. Committee for Iligher Education and Research : The
lan:!ita:e .irerialitIllt: a study of the situation in Western EfirrIpe trial
irartientar reference 1'' the rutted kingdom Ire Mabel A. L. Sculthorp.
6111,161 of Straliourit, 1967. (CC(IIESR /Project 10/35.)

Council of Europe. Council (or Cultural Co-operation : Contribution of mul:i-
lardid tooling to the implementation rq a unit credit trier,' in
modern /an tow!, I. by Michael Kuhn. Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1973.
(C( :( :EES 173) 21.)

Council of Europe. ( :nutted I it. Collura! Co-operation : lancues de
analyse pre et recherche Ndagagique: actes du stage

d. Saint-Cloud. 23.311 Nos-mho. 1967. A1DELA, Strasbourg, 1970.
Council of Europe. Council for Cultural Co-operation : Syrtems development

in adult lan:mage Counil of Europe, Strasbourg, 1973.
Council of Europe. Council for Cultural Co-operation : The teaching ol modern

lantmat:e, itt secondary vocational and commercial schools, by Kn.'
Baschirra. AIDELA, Straboor, in :..ssociation with Ilarrap, 1970.

Council of Europe. Council for Cultural Co-operation, Committee for Out-of-
School Education and Cultural Development : Etoffran Una /credit
system /or ::godern lanv.ace Iranian"; by adults: provisional suggestions
?eolith's(' Walli-7PIrdia system; /Or language tachine by adults, by J. L.

Trim. Council of Europe, Strabotog, 1974, (C(CiliES (74) 3.)
(4anicil of tnope. Gamed for Cultural Co-operation, Committee for Out -of-

Sc lw,1 Falocatiin and Cultural Development : The specification of
objectivcs in a lanl.qtal;e learning systr m lot adults, by Klaus Bung. Ccuncil
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of Europe, StrasIneirg, 1973. (CCCIEES (73) 34.)
CREDIP (Centre de Recherche et &Etude polo la Dill usiOn du Francais) :

rcabulaie din'tiation 4 la critique Miswrite. I)idier, Paris, 191i0, roca-
bulair dinitiation nuA etudes a.00norniques. Didier, Paris, 19fit. roca-
bulahe d'initiation aux etudes ge'ologique.s. CRE1)1F, Saint-Clood, 1971.

CR L'DIF: 'ocabulaire dorientation p//11 du
le.vique clar :nun flans l'etpretlion sientifique. Paris, 1972.

CREDIF, and Ecole Normalr Suphieure de Saint-Cloud : des
etudiants et chercheuri itrangers la lanur seientilique e l technique: 3e
stage d'inlm mation.SaintCloud, ai 1963. Ntinisthe de PEducation
Nationale, Paris, 19(6.

1)roid, 1., and W. Siehicke : Deutsche Filch- rind Wissenschaft.siprache.
Rrandstetter, IVieshaden, 1973.

Eindhoven Technological lniversity : Rapport wAttude au; l'enteioement do
anais, Irme de iPe irrlit, . by J. Ledieu. Universits Technique &Eind-

hoven, 1971.
Eiii,natis, Keith, and others : Me ( 'We1t:11 languages in the prunte Jrctor

of industry and commerce in the United Kingdom. 1,4mguage Tcaching
Centre, I 'iliversity of fork, York, 1974.

Erk, Heinrich : Zur l.exik winenschaltlichr Fachiexte: rerbnfrequen: and
renendungsweise. Ilueber, Iiinhen, 1972.

Essex University, Language Centre : (Phial) Report of The Contiuporary
Runian Lunt:nae Ana/pi, Project (1965-7(1). Language Centre, I 'niversity
of Essex. Colchester, 1972.

Finlay, Lin F.: Language terriers in industry. Lockwood, 1973.
Ilay, Michael : Languages for adults. Longman, 1973.
Hoffmann, 1,. : Fachwartscha:: Chernie: IlaufigArituatterbuch: Bussitch.

Eng/lick amoliiich. NIB VerLig Enzyklopiidie, Leipzig. 1973. Fachwort-
what: Medizin: Haukkeitswiirtei bitch: Buoisch. Enklirch, Fran:Osilch.
VEll Verlag En/yklopadie. Leipiig. 1970. I:richt:100m: Phsik: iliiufig-
Acitia.6rterbuch: Butsisek Enlisch, Fran:nsisch. VP7-1 Verlag Enzyklo-
path, Liptitr, 1970.

Illiddleston, Rodney " : The sent. rice in tut:it'll Enigtilr a syntactic study
based on an ary's. of scientific texts. Caitlin-kitty nis 'piny Prs, 1971.

'T Bulletin h'dago;:iflue, no. 111 : Langue Jr sHeialia. Nuith*.ro
Ft'rier 1972.

Janws, C. Vaughan, and Sonia Rouve : Surrey 0/ curricula and performance
in modern languages. 1971-72. Centre for Information On 1,aligUagt,
I'e: chiral; aild Research, 1973.

Japp. T. C.. and Sue Ilodlin : Industrial 1,:nrgish: a teachers' manual for ele-
mentary functional Ian:magi. training. Heinemann Educational, 1974.

Lancaster Universit,.. Department of English, Section Study skill'
in English; edited by Christopher N. Camlliti. J. Michael Kirkwood, Helen
NI. Moore. Pts 1-2. University of Lancaster, Lancaster, 1974.

`,Tattler, Jean : L'itude de la langhe et (1,1 ;alth's all, moudel don, le context,.
der er in, merits r:conornique netu-lf: enrei;:nernent lin oiist4ttre
modern appliiu.; aux socrleff i:conorniques: ant expirience pedagogi:, ue
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pluridirespbriaire. The Author, Strasbourg, 1972.
Nottingham University, Department of Chemistry and Language Centre :

German course for chernitts: report on n German reading course for the-
mitts with no pre tioui Anolege of the lanvmge, its preparation. valida-
tion and final forms, by C. S. Butler, (and others), University of
Nottingham. Nottingham, 1973. (Repnrt to OS1 on Project SI /14/53.)

Parkinstm, Joy : Invettiation into the language problems of overseas doctors
and Hurler, lanuary.Ilarch 1973. The .Authrr. 1974.

Passel, Frans van : ig /lenient des langues au. addles. 2nd rev. ecIn. Labor,
Bruxelles: Nathan, Paris, 1974.

Pathway Further Education Centre, Industrial Unit : English language training
project fig .1 tiara laundry stall at St Bernard's Hospital, Southall, 10 May-
1 August 172: valuation and 'rpm. (M imeographed.)

Reid, h. Emmet : CA/ washy through the language barrier: how to scan
chemical articles in foreign languages with emphasis on Russian and
japan( le. johns 1lopk ins Press, 1970.

Scottish Council for Commercial, Administrative and Professional Education
Her, of the working party Oil hingtla.Iff courses. SCCAPE, Edinburgh,
1973.

Scottish Education Department : Modern languages in further education:
report of worAing party. 11MSO, Edinburgh, 1970,

Sheffield University, Postgraduate School of Librarianship and Information
fit ience ! The language. barrier: a dudy in depth of the place of foreign
!lingua ge ateriale in the teleal Ch aait'ity of an academie community,
by W. J. Hutchins, L. .1. Pargeter, W. 1.. Saunders. The University,
Sheffield, 1971.

Manfred, and 1 [amid 1einrieh, editors : Freindiplachenunterrieht
in lute nrit Asow it. kohlhanunr, Stuttgart, Berlin, etc., 1972.

United States. Foreign Semi, 0 Institute : Adapting and writing language
111,0,11.4 Earl W. Stva A. Foreign Service Institute, Washington, 1971.
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Periodical articles

Many articles relevant to the subject of the conference have been abstracted in
Language-Teaching Abstracts (Cambridge University Press, quarterly). The
following abstract numbers refer to articles of particular interest; they are
followed by a few additional references of recent date.

68-5 W. F. Mackey 72-353 C. S. Butler
-6 D. N. Wood -356 G. Hatherall

R. Lord -357 A. G. Jones
-133 J. Cerra -363 F. Winterscheidt
-205 E. H. Rocklyn 73-63 M. Binyon
-328 M. H. T. Alford -141 V. Greasley

69-39 P. Biggs -177 A. Cooper
-82 E. Benes -184 R. B. Moss
-156 St John Nixon -187 W. Stolting
-249 Fritz Schaarschuh -194 M. Golle

70-87 0. D. Mitrofanova -213 H. G. Widdowson
-91 T. F. Mitchell -259 E. Halsall
-215 J. Brown 74-33 P. Strevens
-363 A. Schmitz -297 H. Baetens Beardsmore

71-62 J. Swales -208 R. K. Chiu
72-112 K. A. Emmans -210 R. Mackay

-180 L. G. Sayakhova -211 J. Swales
-278 M. Binyon -213 J. Latal
-333 J. M. Bishop -230 .A. A. Lyne

-277 J. P. B. Allen

Butler, C. S.: 'A technique for sentence structure analysis as an aid to com-
prehension and translation of German chemistry texts'. ITL (Louvain),
no. 21, 1973, pp. 11-19.

Coutts, J.: 'Industrial language training'. Audio-Visual Language Journal,
vol. 12 no. 1, 1974, pp. 11-21.

Coveney, J.: 'Integrating engineering and French studies'. Chartered
Mechanical Engineer, vol. 14 no. 7, 1967, pp. 333 a ld 357.

Emmans, K. A.: 'The national manpower requirements sirvey'. Times Educa-
tional Supplement, no. 3066, 1.3.74, p. 62.

Hartmann, R. R. K.: 'Fachsprachenanalyse and rrcindsprachenunterriche.
Lebende Sprachen, vol. 18 no. 4, 1973, pp. 97-9.

Heron, P.: 'A method of teaching the reading knowledge of Russian'. Modern
Languages, vol. 54 no. 2, 1973, pp. 74-8.

Mountford, A., and R. Mackay : 'A programme in English for postgraduate
students in the faculties of science, applied sciences and agriculture in the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne'. IUT Bulletin Pedagogique, no. 22,
November 1972, pp. 9-39.
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Appendix 3: Conference participants

Professor D. E. Ager, University of Aston in Birmingham
Miss M. Allen, British Council
Mrs A. Allott, School of African and Oriental Studies, University of London
Miss E. Be levies, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
Mrs M. Bianchi, Podagogische Arbeitsstelle des DV V, Frankfurt
Miss P. Biggs, HMI, Department of Education and Science
Dr G. Bonnin, Thames Polytechnic
Miss J. M. Brooks, Hatfield Polytechnic
M. Buckby, University of York
C. S. Butler, University of Nottingham
P. Collin, Educational Publishers' Council
J. W. Coutts, High Wycombe College of Technology an.1 Art
Professor W. C. Darwell, Polytechnic of Central London
Dr A. Davies, University of Edinburgh
1'. Doyle, BBC TV Further Education
K. Etnmans, University of York
B. S. Fitzjohn, City of Birmingham Polytechnic
Professor R. Freudenstein, Informationszentrum fur Fremdsprachenforschung,

Marburg
Mrs. J. D. Geach, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and

Research
W. Grauberg, University of Nottingham
D. P. Harper, British Council
Professor L. P. Harvey, King's College, University of London
Miss P. Heron, University of Aston in Birmingham
Sqn Ldr P. M. Hesketh, Royal Air Force
J. E. Hobbs, North Staff ordshtre Polytechnic
M. N. Hughes, British Council (attached to the EC Commission, Brussels)
Mrs E. Ingram, University of Edinburgh
C. V. James, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
Dr J. fennel:, University of Sheffield
Dr R. M. Klaar, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
M. Kuhn, University of Nancy
R. Leeson, Ealing Technical College
Dr A. G. Lehmann, Linguaphone Institute
Dr B. Lott, l3ritis ?: Council
Miss H. N. Lunt, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
Miss J. McAlpin, British Council
Sqn Ldr D. MacDonald, Royal Air Force
R. Mackay, University of Newcastle upon Tyne
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G. M. Matthews, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
It F. Mildon, HMI, Department of Education and Science
Dr G. D. Morley, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
Professor P. Newmark, Polytechnic of Central London
R. Oldnall, Lanchester Polytechnic
G. E. Perren, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
Dr A. E. G. Pilliner, University of Edinburgh
D. A. Player, Thames Polytechnic
G. k Potter, West Sussex Education Authority, Chairman of CILT Board of

Governors
Professor H. Prais, Heriot-Watt University
Miss J. E. A. Price, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and

Research
Mrs A. Ridler, Council for National Academic Awards
Mrs M. Roberts, Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research
A. C. Root, Kingston Polytechnic
A. W. Rowe, Huddersfield Polytechnic
Professor J. C. Sager, University of Manchester Institute of Science and

Technology
D. R. Scarbrough, South Devon Technical College
Miss M. Sculthorp, University of Kent at Canterbury
Mrs G. Seidel, University of Bradford
Professor R. E. Smith, University of Birmingham
W. J. C. Stuart, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
J. L. M. Trim, University of Cambridge
G. R. Tyler, Ealing Technical College
Dr L. A. Waywell, Leeds Polytechnic
J. Webb, Colchester English Study Centre
S. G. Wright, Diplomatic Service Language Centre
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Published by and obtainable from CILT

CILT Report° and Papers series, including A survey of English courses for
immigrant teachers (price : 60p); Teaching modern languages across the ability
range (65p); Modern languages and European studies (50p); The space between:
English and foreign languages at school (80pi'.

Survey of curricula and performance in modern languages, 1971-72, by C.Vaughan James and Sonia Rouve. Price : £3.50.

Teaching Materials Lists for French, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish
annotated bibliographies of currently available material, each language
produced in sections (various prices).

CILT also produces Selected Reading Lists (short introductory bibliographiesfor language teachers) and Information Guides on a variety of topics.
A full list of publications is available from CILT, 20 Carlton House Terrace,
London SW I Y 5AP.

Published by Cambridge University Press

A language-teaching bibliography, compiled jointly by CILT and the English-Teaching Information Centre (ETIC) of the British Council. 2nd edn., 1972.Price : £3.60. Orders should be sent to booksellers.

Language Teaching and Linguistics: Abstracts, compiled jointly by CILT andEl IC. Quarterly journal providing summaries of relevant articles from nearly400 British and foreign periodicals. Subscription (1975) : £6.00 per annum.Subscriptions and orders to CUP, P.O. Box 92, NW1 2DB.

Published by Longman

Language and language teaching: current research in Britain, 1971-72 Price :£3.50. (Volume for 1972-74 to be published 1975.) Orders should be sent tobooksellers
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